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ABSTRACT

Author: Lu, Shengqi. MSME
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Development of High Frequency Virtual Thermocouples
Major Professor: Guillermo Paniagua
This thesis is dedicated in development of temperature measurement technique based on K-type
thermocouple. Assessment of thermocouple response is conducted with the assistance of complete
conjugate heat transfer simulations. Numerical results are acquired from instantaneous solution of
heat transfer between the interface of fluid and solid. Enormous CFD cases are analyzed with
variations of gas temperature, gas pressure and wall temperature for a series of thermocouples at
   and  . Second-order transfer function is used to characterize the
properties of response curves in discrete-time domain.
Effect of different parameter to thermocouple response is concluded in terms of correlations with
respect to ˘ˇˆ˙ , ˝˛ and ˘°ˆ˜˜ . Compensation strategies are developed to fulfil the goal of
frequency enhancement. Finally, a high-frequency virtual thermocouple can be created from the
responses of two thermocouples with relatively large diameters. And transient tests are conducted
to verify the compensation method based on   and  thermocouples. In
application, this thesis presents work suitable and beneficial for transient tests in short-duration
facilities.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

With the increasing demand on short-duration experiments, transient temperature measurement is
committed in providing reliable results with high frequency response. Even though non-intrusive
techniques are preferred in applications of propulsion systems, with the benefit of little impact on
local flow field, such as laser-induced fluorescence, spontaneous Rayleigh and Raman scattering
and infrared thermography, there is still a place for traditional invasive temperature measurement
techniques. P. Gaetani, G. Persico [1] developed a novel design of Entropy Wave Generator to
analyze the entropy perturbations after gas turbine burners. Time-averaged temperature
measurements were conducted first to analyze the representative frequency of indirect combustion
noise in the high-speed closed-loop test rig, which was capable of creating subsonic/transonic
conditions with a maximum ! of 0.9 at the stator exit. Fast response thermocouples were
developed with a claimed frequency response around 300Hz, at diameters of 12.5 and 25.
Later on, the frequency range was analyzed for unsteady evolution of the total temperature of
entropy wave, and the oscillation reached a level at 100Hz. D.L. Elmore [2] designed a choppedwheel signal generator to develop and analyze a compensated dynamic gas temperature
thermocouple measurement. Experimental conditions were selected to have a temperature
fluctuation of 278K peak-to-peak difference, with a minimum frequency response of 250Hz. A
concept of two-wire thermocouple was developed using 76 and 254 diameter ChromelAlumel wire material. Furthermore, G. Paniagua, R. Denos [3] conducted research on
thermocouple probes in short-duration facilities. The dynamic response of thermocouples was
tested in hot jet apparatus with jet velocities up to 150"#.
Above all, thermocouples have been used widely and proved to be reliable in temperature
measurements, due to features of low cost, simplicity, robustness, size, and temperature range [4].
To meet the requirement of subsonic and supersonic tests, thermocouples are usually designed to
be miniature in diameter, down to the order of 10 [5], to enhance the frequency response, which
are known as fine-wire temperature probes.
Enormous research has been conducted on assessment of fine-wire thermocouple response. D.
Bradley and K.J. Matthews [6] analyzed on the influence on radiation and conduction correction
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from the perspectives of size of the thermocouple junction, wire emissivity, wire length, Reynolds
number and Knudsen number. Thermocouples were tested with diameters of 12.7 and 25.4.
Theoretical models were analyzed first and numerical methods were developed to calculate the
temperature distribution along thermocouple wires including the effect of radiation and conduction.
Comparing the numerical results under different inputs of wire length, wire emissivity and flow
variables, critical length of wire was determined to avoid the conduction effect on junction
temperature. It was also pointed out longer length and smaller diameter of wire were preferred in
reducing conduction error. While gas velocities played a relatively insignificant role in conduction
cooling errors. G.C. Fralick and L.J. Forney [7] studied on the theoretical expressions for both
cases of one material supported wire and two material supported wire. An exact solution was
derived for one-material architecture, and was compared with the approximate solution with
neglection of heat transfer between thermocouple wire and support wire. Good agreement of
frequency spectrum was achieved between two solutions. Then similar model was applied to twomaterial set-up, good agreement of response of two material thermocouple was achieved with
numerical results by solving energy conservation equation, despite some difference at low
frequencies. C. J. Kobus [8] did similar work by evaluating the steady-state conduction errors for
parameters of thermal conductivity and the diameter of the thermocouple wires and temperature
difference between the fluid and the supporting base. Analytical model was built for different
models with different assumptions, one-wire model neglecting the effect of material with lower
thermal conductivity, one-wire model with adiabatic length for the consideration of thermocouple
connector, two-wire model and two-wire model with adiabatic length. Distribution of temperature
was solved within thermocouple wire. Measurement error was defined to be the difference between
junction temperature and flow temperature. This error was also evaluated for different cases.
Furthermore, experimental verification was performed by using 81 thermocouples. Numerical
results and experimental results were plotted together for the measurement error, and good
agreement was achieved by two-wire model with adiabatic length.
These researchers had very strong backgrounds in analytical derivation and are focused on the
numerical method developed from theoretical modelling to analyze the characteristic of
thermocouple. While these researchers included many assumptions in building analytical models,
different sources of heat transfer errors were not analyzed completely. And the concentration was
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paid on the temperature distribution within the wire for steady states, which was lack of
investigation into transient performance of thermocouples.
C. Petit et al [9] conducted research on the influence of junction geometry and flow parameters on
the response of thermocouples, with the assistance of transfer functions. Theoretical model of
transfer function was derived from the heat balance equation for the sphere, suggested by Yule et
al [10]. Experiments were performed to assess the response of the 50 thermocouple, for two
different $"%& 165 and 172. Transfer functions were evaluated in frequency domain, time
constants were defined as the time taken to reach 63% of the final value and compared from both
experimental and theoretical aspects. It was found that transfer functions were close to the firstorder response curve and time constants were in agreement with first-order behavior. While, the
target value of $"% is too large so that conduction effect through the wire was usually neglected.
Moreover, long length of wire usually causes the thermocouple to bend when exposed to high
speed flow. In the following section, a well-thorough analysis on error budget will be referenced
from previous work, and an appropriate $"% is chosen as 20 for this thesis, which results in two
main error sources, the convection effect around the junction and the conduction effect through
the wire.
Apart from the effort in improving frequency response of thermocouple, compensation strategies
are also developed to retrieve true fluid temperatures in varying flow. S.J. Park [11] developed a
method to measure instantaneous time constants for the 25 thermocouple using internal heating,
and the junction size was assumed to be twice of the wire diameter. Analytical model was created
with the assumption of a transient one-dimensional process for heat transfer in the wire during
heating and cooling. A sinusoidal velocity profile was given as input for oscillating flow.
Temperature history was plotted for locations near the junction after solving the analytical model.
Evolution was derived for instantaneous time constant from the temperature history. A
compensation method was developed to retrieve the surrounding temperature fluctuations from
time constants of thermocouple wire. Then similar oscillating inlet flow was created in experiment
to verify if the compensation method would retrieve the real temperature, and good agreement was
achieved. A.J. Yule et al [10] investigated on means for the improvement of high-frequency
temperature measurement by using the fine-wire thermocouple. Energy conservation equations
were set up individually for thermocouple bead and wire. Digital method was developed to
compensate the thermal lag of thermocouple in terms of time constants of bead and wire, '( and
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'° . Numerical simulations were performed for thermocouples of 25 and 50 exposed to step
change of electrical overheating and fluctuating temperature field. Analysis was conducted on the
sensitivity of digital compensation method to flow conditions. Experimental environments were
created to measure response of 25 and 50 thermocouples to overheating pulses. Results
showed good agreement of theoretical time constants and experimental values for 25 
thermocouple. While the compensation method by '° gave 27% underestimation of response for
50 thermocouple at 100Hz, and 79% underestimation at 1000Hz or above. From all the work
above, compensation method was usually concluded in terms of time constant under the first-order
assumption. Even though, Yule et al [10] divided the characteristic of thermocouple response into
two categories in terms of '( and '° , the compensation method was developed with focus on the
time constant of wire only, which resulted in significant error in higher frequency range. C. J
Kobus [12] came up with a method to reconstruct the true temperature of thermocouple, including
the effect of conduction and transient temperature lag errors after solving the energy balance
equations. Evaluation was conducted for the effect on temperature response from base temperature
and thermocouple length. In this thesis, the temperature of support is also taken into account when
assessing the properties of thermocouples.
Attempts to enhance the frequency response were not only based on one-thermocouple set up but
also on two-thermocouple probe, which used the information of two thermocouples with different
diameters. L. J. Forney and G. C. Fralick [13] recorded temperature response for multiwire
thermocouples of K type with different layouts, two or three wires of unequal diameters. The twowire probe had wires of 50.8 and 101.6. And the three-wire layout had wires of 50.8,
101.6 and 203.2. A rotating wheel device was used to created reversing flow of hot (&))
and cold (&)) streams alternately at "#. Measured data was digitized at a sampling rate of
512Hz for a total sample time of *#. The ASYST software was used to reconstruct the true
temperature fluctuations with the aid of inverse transform. Velocity profile was measured with a
constant temperature anemometer for the airstream, which was assumed to be proportional to the
temperature fluctuations. Reconstructed signal was compared with gas temperature fluctuation in
terms of phase shift. Two-wire couple required no compensation when reversing flow frequency
was below 22Hz, and three-wire set up expanded the limit to 34Hz. Later on, L. J. Forney [14] did
similar research about two-wire thermocouple frequency response in constant flow. The probe
combined thermocouples of 50  and 75  . After analyzing the frequency spectrum of
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reconstructed signal, no compensation was needed in the region where + , +- (natural
frequency of smaller wire) and a factor was recommended for larger frequencies. M. Tagawa an
Y. Ohta [15] developed a simple and reliable compensation method without any information of
geometrical features of thermocouples. Two pairs of two-wire thermocouples were investigated,
one with wires of 40 and 100, the other with wires of 25 and 60. The $"%was kept
more than 200, so the conduction error was neglected. And '-  '. were evaluated individually for
each wire with the assumption of first-order model. Digital compensation method was developed
in terms of the ratio between '- and '. . While it requires appropriate combination of diameters of
two thermocouple wires and sufficient fine dimensions of wires.
To summarize all the benefits and drawbacks of precedent research, evaluation of error was
conducted first for temperature measurement under steady state. Numerical methods were
developed to analyze temperature profile inside of thermocouple wire under different flow
conditions and wire specifications. Then the concept of transfer function and time constant was
introduced, the effect of flow conditions on thermocouple response was concluded by means of
instantaneous time constants. While the analysis was often focused on layout with large $"%, so
that the approximation of first-order model was acceptable. Furthermore, the compensation
methods were constrained within limited uses based on the analysis on instantaneous time
constants.

1.2

Previous Work

This thesis is written with the foundation of previous work of ever since G. Paniagua et al [3]. In
this section, detail of previous effort is summarized, and a clear research scope is defined for this
thesis.
L. Villafane [16] analyzed the response and different sources for the design of shielded
thermocouples. A detail budget was analyzed for steady temperature errors. The main sources of
steady errors were concluded as the convective heat transfer about gas/junction and gas/wire,
conductive heat transfer about junction/wire and wire/support. And the idea of this error budget
was to estimate the contribution of each category individually.
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Figure 1-1: Shielded thermocouple probe.

An overall recovery factor / was defined in the following manner:
12 314
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where ˘6 is the measured temperature of the junction, ˘7 is the total gas temperature, ˘8 is the
static gas temperature of incoming flow. And rational fraction was applied to the recovery factor.
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where ˘ˆE is the adiabatic temperature of the junction surface if it is adiabatic, ˘˙F is the supportshield temperature.
The first term G!H represents the velocity error, this error is introduced after analyzing the physical
process of thermocouple junction exposed to incoming flow. Since the temperature measured by
the junction is the total temperature when flow is brought to stagnation, this term takes account of
the imperfect transform of kinetic energy to thermal enthalpy. A fraction of heat loss occurs due
to friction within the boundary layer, which causes the transform not ideally isentropic.
The temperature difference between the junction and gas is mainly from the conduction if velocity
error can be separated. And this portion of error is represented by the product of term GIH and
GJH.The second term GIH stands for the influence of conduction through the wire to support and
convection between wire and gas at a given support temperature. And the term GJH takes care of
the rest factors, such as velocity error of the support-shield and the conduction between the shield,
probe stem and external probe support.
Then conjugate heat transfer simulations were conducted for shielded thermocouples of 25 and
50 at steady status. Analysis was performed to study the effect of ! and ˝˛ on velocity error
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in terms of adiabatic recovery factor, /ˆ for the shield thermocouple probe, which corresponded
to the parallel definition of Kˆ [17] for bare wire thermocouple.
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Figure 1-2: Recovery factors for different probe geometries, Mach and Reynolds numbers.

Evaluation of the error from term GIH was also performed with respect to non-dimensional length
$"$D , which was defined as following:
˜
˜S

.˜

VWXY

0E U
T

(1.4)

XT

This non-dimensional length was derived in Petit et al [], and was suggest to be larger than 5.
14 31@A

˘7 9 ˘6 0 Z[\]G˜^˜

SH

(1.5)

Figure 1-3: Non-dimensional conduction temperature error in function of the parameter ^Z .

With the forgoing research on recovery factor, steady error of thermocouple temperature can be
estimated and compensated under different flow conditions and thermocouple geometries. J. Braun
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[18] also conducted analysis on overall recovery factor for thermocouples of 12.5, 25 and
50 with respective to ! under steady state.

Figure 1-4: Overall recovery factor for the three thermocouples as function of the Mach number.

On the other hand, for the transient performance of thermocouple, L. Villafane [16] adopted the
digital procedure of G. Paniagua [19] to determine the invariant transfer function of junction
response.
_G`H 0

(4 Ca b; c(d Ca bdb; cec(f Ca bfb;

(1.6)

-cˆd Ca bd cˆM Ca bM cecˆf Ca bf

And several conclusions were made for approximation of thermocouple response under different
assumptions. A first-order model was found if wires were adiabatic, and a second-order model was
suitable when the support is adiabatic. With conjugate heat transfer simulations, a second-order
system was used if the wire material was ideal, namely neglecting the conductive effects. J. Braun
[18] analyzed the frequency spectrums of transfer functions ğh7 ^ğ.h  ğ.h ^ğ-.*h  ğh7 ^ğ-.*h and
developed a fourth order polynomial fitting to relate the transfer functions.

Figure 1-5: Transfer function ratios for the three thermocouples.

The polynomial relation was defined as following:
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(1.7)
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Comparison between estimated ğ.h ^ğ-.*h by the above definition and the actual one revealed
trivial discrepancy, less than 1.1%. Same manipulation was applied for ğh7 ^ğ-.*h and ğh7 ^ğ.h ,
relevant coefficients from a to e were also calculated. Then a proposed compensation strategy was
developed to retrieve the response of 12.5 thermocouple from the given responses of 25
and 50 thermocouples.
g

ğh7DnoF 0 ğh7 C j1dM*ik
1g
i4

p˙qro

(1.8)

where ğ-.*h^ğh7 is estimated from ğ.h ^ğh7 . And good agreement was achieved as indicated in the
following, and the error was guaranteed below 0.3%.

Figure 1-6: Time evolutions of the 50, 25, 12.5 thermocouples and the compensated 50
thermocouple.

Furthermore, J. Braun and S. Lu [20] proposed similar compensation method based on transfer
functions between thermocouples, in the form of ğ.h ^ğh7  ğ-.*h^ğ.h and ğs ^ğ-.*h , while in
discrete time domain. Compensation matrix was developed to depict the relation between these
transfer functions. And a virtual fine thermocouple was created after twice consecutive
compensation process.
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Figure 1-7: Non-dimensional temperature distribution for the 6, 25 and 50 thermocouples via
two consecutive compensations in function of time: a) until 0.02s b) zoom on the transient.

1.3

Motivation and Objectives

Above all, there has been a continuous endeavor in development of thermocouple measurement
techniques. Quite a few numerical models were created to analyze the temperature error between
junction and gas under steady states. Assessment of fine-wire thermocouple response was also
conducted with focus on the time constant under first-order assumption. And relevant digital
compensation methods were developed accordingly for single-wire and multiwire layouts, while
were not clearly explained in past literature. Until recently, research was directed into the area of
improving the frequency response of coarse thermocouples with relatively large diameters, due to
the controversial trend between requirements of fast speed along with extremely fine wire and the
ability to survive from severe test conditions under material strength limit. The general procedures
were followed to analyze the effect of flow conditions and thermocouple geometry on target
parameters, either recovery factor or compensation coefficients. Potential chances have been
investigated for the development of a robust mechanism to compensate coarse reading from
thermocouples with larger diameters to true gas temperature. While most of the analysis was
conducted with pre-known information from CFD simulations, and there was no clear clue about
how to apply these compensation strategies with the consideration of actual experimental
situations.
Based on the above thoughts, a compensation strategy is analyzed and verified in this thesis based
on two-wire thermocouples. The motivation is from the current demand on temperature
measurement for fast transient tests, which usually last 0.2-1.0s [3]. And the objective is to make
the compensation strategy feasible in real application. The idea to fulfil this goal is to retrieve the
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true gas temperature with the information only from two given thermocouples, which are easily
available in actual situations and are able to survive under high-speed flow or other severe
conditions. The analysis is performed on a series of thermocouples at 6, 12.5, 25 and
50. Data processing is conducted in discrete time domain, relevant mathematical models of
transfer functions are created different from the previous work under frequency domain. A secondorder assumption is applied to evaluate the response of thermocouple, with the consideration of
convective effect between junction and gas, conductive effect through the wire to support. Several
parameters are analyzed for their effect on thermocouple response, ! , ˝˛ and wall temperature
˘°ˆ˜˜ . Complete conjugate heat transfer simulations are initialized across a wide range of flow
conditions, enormous data gives the credibility of the compensation strategy.
All of these perspectives are detailed in the following chapters, primary results are briefly
explained and investigated in the main body to show the idea and more supplemental results are
included in appendix.
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METHODOLOGY

2.1
2.1.1

Discrete Signal
Discrete Domain

Due to the properties of digital acquisition systems, experimental data is collected as discrete
signals at certain sampling rate. Raw data of thermocouple temperature responses is defined in
discrete-time domain, namely t-domain. And t denotes the discrete-time dependent variable.
For a random discrete-time signal uvtw, it could be represented in such way as the superposition
of the scaled responses of the system to each of shifted impulses throughout the whole domain.
And the definition is as following [21]:
uvtw 0 xc8
X{7 uvywzvt 9 yw

(2.1)

where zvtw is unit impulse signal, and defined as following [21]:
t } 
zvtw 0 |
t 0 

(2.2)

only when y 0 t, zvt 9 yw 0 , uvtw 0 uvyw, which means that zvt 9 yw works as the shifted
impulse. And Equation (2.1) is called the convolution sum of signal uvtw.
Consider the response ~vtw to this random signal uvtw, it is defined as the following [21] with the
parallel form of Equation (2.1).
~vtw 0 xc8
X{38 uvyw�vt 9 yw

(2.3)

c8
According to the commutative property, xc8
X{38 uvyw�vt 9 yw can also be written as xX{38 uvt 9

yw�vyw. To verify this property, let K 0 t 9 y [21]:
c8
c8
xc8
X{38 uvyw�vt 9 yw 0 x•{38 uvt 9 Kw�vKw 0 xX{38 uvt 9 yw�vyw

2.1.2

(2.4)

Discrete Convolution

Above all, properties of linear system have been discussed in discrete domain. Output and input
signals are represented as time series with specific scale factor applied to shifted impulse
functions. And Equation (2.3) can be interpreted in such way that the output signal ~vtw is the
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convolution integral of input signal uvyw and transfer function �vt 9 yw, which can be
demonstrated as following [22]:
Consider finite length signals
u†  t 0 ‡ …— 9 –#!#–ƒt!$⁄‹$˛tƒ›�…—
~†  t 0 ‡ …− 9 –#!#–ƒt!$⁄‹$˛tƒ›�…−
�†  t 0 ‡ …_ 9 –#!#–ƒt!$⁄‹$˛tƒ›�…_
V

M
~X 0 x†{V
� u
d X3† †

(2.5)

where…-  …. are limits of the finite summation in Equation (2.5).
Assume u 0 vu7  u-  u.  um  ul w and � 0 v�7  �- w, then the summation can be expanded as
following [22]:
~7 0 u7 �7
~- 0 u- �7 ? u7 �~. 0 u. �7 ? u- �~m 0 um �7 ? u. �-

(2.6)

~l 0 ul �7 ? um �~h 0  ?ul �The output signal is defined by y0 v~7  ~-  ~.  ‰  ~h w.
Note that the above system of equation can be written in matrix form as following [22]:
~7
u7 
~u- u7
”~ ‚ ”u u ‚ �
.
0 “ . - ’ ™ 7f
“
“~m ’
’ “um u. ’ �~l
ul um
„~h ‘ „  ul ‘

2.1.3

(2.7)

The Z-transform

Z-domain is useful in evaluating discrete signal and has parallel properties as t-domain. The
powerful tool to relate both domains is Z-transform, with a feature to conduct all analysis in terms
of ratios of polynomials.
From last section, input signal uvtw with a finite length in t-domain can be defined as:
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3X
3- X
0 xV
—G`H 0 xV
X{7 uvyw`
X{7 uvywG` H

(2.8)

where the series interval is v …w, and ` is any complex number.
In z-domain, the representation of discrete signal is a series of polynomials with the variable of
` 3- . Moreover, the analysis of signals is based on finding the coefficients in front of the tth power
of ` 3-. And the transformation can be written as following:
f

V
3X
uvtw 0 xV
X{7 uvywzvt 9 yw Ł —G`H 0 xX{7 uvyw`

(2.9)

Now the same convolution as mentioned in section 2.1.2 can be redefined as following:
Given input time series u 0 vu7  u-  u.  um  ul w and � 0 v�7  �- w . After Z-transform, the
corresponding signals are:
—G`H 0 u7 ? u- ` 3- ? u. ` 3. ? um ` 3m ? ul ` 3l

(2.10)

_G`H 0 �7 ? �- ` 3-

(2.11)

—G`H* _G`H 0 u7 �7 ?
Gu- �7 ? u7 �- H` 3- ?
Gu. �7 ? u- �- H` 3. ?

(2.12)

Gum �7 ? u. �- H` 3m ?
Gul �7 ? um �- H` 3l ?
Gul �- H` 3h
Then the output signal can be derived, and the coefficients of this new polynomial are in the same
array y0 v~7  ~-  ~.  ‰  ~h w. And the Z-transform of ~vtw 0 uvtw Œ �vtw is −G`H 0 —G`H* _G`H.
Furthermore, deconvolution can be defined as the polynomials division in Z-domain.
ŠGaH

_G`H 0 ŸGaH

(2.13)

The above equation can be expanded and gives definition of transfer function in Z-domain for
finite-length input and output signals.
_G`H 0 

ŠGaH
ŸGaH

0

Ž4 cŽd a bd cŽM a bM cecŽı a bı
ł4 cłd a bd cłM a bM cecłı a bı

(2.14)
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2.2

Signal Processing Procedures

With the assistance of discrete time domain, it is important to follow a standard routine before
analyzing data about thermocouple response. And the procedures are detailed as following for
signal processing.
First, load data into MATLAB from .dat files containing unsteady results for static temperature
around junction surface. Information is saved into a sequential array, whose length is determined
by the convergence requirement of each unsteady simulation. There is a corresponding time array
to spread out temperature data at a rate of * #. When comparing results from different types of
thermocouple, there is a chance that temperature arrays differ in length depending on actual cases.
While it is always beneficial to compensate the shorter ones with the longer one, it is the prerequisite before evaluating transfer functions between signals of different thermocouples.
The next step is to make actual temperature fluctuation unitless, and the non-dimensional strategy
is as following:
ğ 0

131fPQ
1f:œ 31fPQ

(2.15)

where ˘ is the transient temperature at certain time step, ˘or† and ˘oˆł correspond to the
minimum and maximum value along temperature response curve, finally ğ is the unitless
temperature.
After this process, all response curves will converge at unit 1 as a result. This property eliminates
the effect of different convergence levels of actual temperatures and makes it easier to evaluate
characteristic of different thermocouples at the same level. Besides, there is no gain coefficient
associated, which gives a chance to incorporate classical models of system identification.
Due to the requirement of transfer function implementation, the zero point needs to be shifted
certain time steps, which is at the same number as the order of transfer function. In this way, there
will be three time-steps where unitless temperature is at zero for the case of second-order as an
example. This ensures the stable solution and evaluation of transfer functions.
With all the above procedures, the last step of plotting well-processed response curves needs to be
done before proceeding to set up transfer function evaluation. The trend and evolution can also be
checked by inspection with the sense of reasonable heat transfer phenomena.
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2.3

Transfer Function

Transfer function is a useful tool to analyze the characteristic of a linear time invariant dynamical
system, it can be derived by system identification tool imbedded in MATLAB, but also be
determined from experiments. The concept of transfer function gives us an opportunity to build
the relation between CFD simulation and experimental results. Moreover, it clarifies the main idea
of this thesis, namely to validate CFD results by essential experimental tests.
When evaluating the characteristic of system response, unit step function is commonly introduced
as input to create a sudden change, which is defined as following [23]:
š˙ G›H 0 |

› ž 
› � 

(2.16)

And thereby the response function is ~˙ G›H 0

9 ˛ 3q^€ based on first-order approximation of

system model. Some basic conclusions are derived for a first-order system [23].
(a) initial slope of response curve is

EŽ

¡

Eq q{7¢

-

0 €;

(b) 63.8% of final value is achieved when › 0 ', 98% of final value is acquired when › 0 £';
(c) ' is essential in defining the property of first-order system, since it is the only parameter of
interest.
After non-dimension process, the temperature response of thermocouple junction evolves from 0
to 1, which falls into the same range of standard first-order model response. It is worthwhile to
calculate the time constant based on the first-order assumption, which serves as the preliminary
step to analyze the characteristics of response curve.
While the first-order assumption doesn’t work very well when it comes to analyze the transient
performance of thermocouple response. This drawback can be demonstrated by following analysis.
Apply time constant to ~˙ G›H 0

9 ˛ 3q^€ and retrieve the estimated response curve, and compare

the estimated one with the actual one.
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Figure 1-8: Non-dimensional time evolution of 50 thermocouple response and first-order
approximation.

Figure 1-9: Error distribution between time evolution of 50 thermocouple response and first-order
approximation.

Significant error is observed for the transient part between actual signal and 1st order
approximation, therefore the 1st-order model is not appropriate for analyzing the response curve
of thermocouple discussed in this thesis.
Since research has been well documented on steady error between thermocouple reading and actual
temperature. This thesis is focused on the transient part of response curve. In order to compensate
the discrepancy from first-order model assumption, a second-order model of transfer function is
applied to evaluate the characteristic of thermocouple response curve. And the general form of 2ndorder transfer function in Z-domain can be simplified from Equation (2.14).
¤ a bd c¤M a bM

_G`H 0 -c¥d

da

bd c¥ a bM
M

(2.17)

A physical model was proposed by Scadron and Warshawsky [24] assuming that the response of
wire and supports can be considered as independent first-order systems. Denos and Sieverding [25]
came up with a model to simulate the thermocouple response with a combination of discrete firstorder systems. And the concept can be represented as ˘q¦p•onDnWF˜p 0 !- ˘°r•p ? !. ˘˙WFFn•q˙ . '(related to the wire and junction) and '. (related to the supports) are the resultant time constants
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associated with these two first-order systems. And the physical meaning of '- and '. is explained
by G. Paniagua et al [3]. '- represents the heat transfer (convection effect) of the wire and junction
and '. stands for the heat transfer (conduction effect) with respect to the support.
In this thesis, -  . are used for gain factors to avoid the confusion of coefficients in definition
of transfer function in (2.17). The standard expression of first-order transfer function in Z-domain
is defined as [26]:
-3p b§@ "¨

_aF G`H 0 a3p b§@"¨

(2.18)

which is the zero-pole matching equivalent of transfer function defined in frequency domain [26]:
-

_G#H 0 €˙c-

(2.19)

where ˘˙ is the sampling time of discrete signal.
Therefore the following equal relation can be created between transfer function coefficients and
time constants:
¤d a bd c¤M a bM

-c¥d a bd c¥M a bM

0 -

-3p b§@ "¨d

-3p b§@ "¨M

a3p

a3p b§@ "¨M

b§@ "¨d ? .

(2.20)

Transfer functions can be easily evaluated for second-order systems after signal processing
procedures. And transfer function coefficients are derived in MATLAB. With given coefficients,
the gain factors G-  . H and time constants G'-  '. H can be solved analytically. The detail
derivation is documented in Appendix C. On the other hand, coefficients can be calculated with
information of these gain factors and time constants. The transformation, between time constants
of continuous domain and coefficients of discrete domain, gives feasibility in summary and
conclusion of transfer function characteristics with respect to different conditions.
With the concept of linear combination of two first-order systems, the actual temperature
response curve can be retrieved after calculating time constants of second-order system in
MATLAB. And the estimation improves a lot compared with the application of standard firstorder unit response as indicated in the following plot.
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Figure 1-10: Error distribution between time evolution of 50 thermocouple response and second-order
approximation.

In this chapter, methodology is explained and mathematical tools are chosen to assist the analysis
of this thesis. Z-transform has parallel conceptual definitions and application as Fourier-transform
in frequency domain. While the discrete-time domain makes it straightforward to analyze and
explain the properties of response curve. Meanwhile, it gives the potential to develop the
compensation strategy directly from data processing. General procedures of data processing are
discussed, evaluation of transfer function will be based on non-dimensional temperature domain.
After non-dimensional treatment, the unit-step signal is able to represent sudden temperature
changes with any magnitudes, which is beneficial in concluding general correlations for
thermocouple properties.
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NUMERICAL APPROACH

3.1

Simulation Overview

3.1.1

Thermocouple Models

A series of K-type fine-wire thermocouples are investigated, at 6, 12.5, 25 and 50.
K-type thermocouple is well-welded at the tip with a positive CHROMEGA wire and a negative
ALOMEGA wire. The properties of K-type thermocouple are summarized in the following table
[20].
Table 3-1: Material properties of K-type thermocouples.

Wire1 (CHROMEL)
Wire2 (ALOMEL)
Junction

©vª«3¬ © 3¬ w

�®¯ v°±«3¬ ²3³ © 3¬ w

30
19
24.5

£*´ µ m
*¶ µ m
*¶ µ m

Fine-wire thermocouple consists of one sphere junction and two supporting wires, the diameter
of the junction is typically 2.5 times of the diameter of the wire [3]. The layout of thermocouple
is demonstrated in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Thermocouple layout.

Moreover, the dimensions for thermocouples analyzed in this thesis are summarized in the
following table. ·^¸ is fixed to be 20 for all thermocouples analyzed in this thesis.
Table 3-2: Dimensions of thermocouples.

¹º»¼½ v¾«w

¹¿ÀÁÂÃ»ÄÁ v¾«w

Åº»¼½ v««w

50

125

1
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Table 3-2: Continued.

25
12.5
6

62.5
31.25
15

0.5
0.25
0.12

CAD model is created in CATIA V5 for each component, namely fluid domain with central
hollow part for solid thermocouple as shown above, solid sphere junction, and two solid wires.
After importing geometries into HEXPRESS software, numbers of nodes in u ~ ` directions
need be specified for discretization strategies. All-hexahedra unstructured meshes are created
afterwards, the procedures are nearly automatic, which enables rapid mesh generations and
feasible adjustments. In fluid mesh generations, special attention is paid to control the thickness
of first viscous layer, expecting a resultant ~ c within the range & , to satisfy the requirement
of cell size for low-Reynolds number turbulence models.
3.1.2

Computational Domain

Enormous CFD simulations are conducted via CFD++, version 17.1, to assess transient
performance of those thermocouples. Computational domain consists of fluid and solid regions,
with 4 million cells and 0.5 million cells respectively.

Figure 3-2: Computational domain a) Iso-contour of the temperature and the numerical domain of the
thermocouple; b) zoom view of the mesh and solid domain; c) temperature distribution in the wire [20].
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At inlet boundary, flow velocity, inlet static pressure and static temperature are specified. And
static pressure is defined for outlet boundary to ensure convergence. For the wire and junction
surfaces, conjugate heat transfer condition is specified for both fluid side and solid side. Support
surface is defined as non-slip isothermal wall. Velocity is kept at 150 "#, the rest parameters
are summarized in the following:
Table 3-3: Summary of conditions for numerical simulations.

Æ±Ç² vÈÇ¼w

É±Ç² v©w

ÉºÇÊÊ v©w

1
1
3
3
5
5
5
5
5

400
500
400
500
400
400
500
500
500

300
300
300
300
300
350
300
350
450

Numerical conditions and simulation cases are summarized in the table above. For each
condition, CFD simulations are performed for all four thermocouples of different diameters.
Moreover, ! and ˝˛ are also evaluated as below.
Table 3-4: Summary of flow variables for numerical simulations.

Æ±Ç² vÈÇ¼w
1
1
3
3
5
5
3.1.3

É±Ç² v©w
400
500
400
500
400
500

ËÇv9w
0.37
0.33
0.37
0.33
0.37
0.33

50¾«
280.83
191.66
842.49
574.99
1404.15
958.32

Ì½v9w
25¾«
12.5¾«
140.41
70.21
95.83
47.92
421.24
210.62
287.50
143.75
702.07
351.04
479.16
239.58

6¾«
33.70
23.00
101.10
69.00
168.50
115.00

CFD Algorithms

Time-averaged schemes are applied, known as Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
method. For flow equation, it is recommended to use Compressible Perfect Gas NavierStokes/Euler equations. This equation set type is suitable for all variable-density perfect gas
flows. For turbulence effect, Two-equation Realizable y 9 Í model (extended wall function) is
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chosen as baseline scheme, since it is a low Reynolds number turbulence model, and is also
suitable to resolve separated flows, while One-equation SA model, Two-equation SST model are
also examined with assistance of extended wall function. One-equation SA model simulates the
turbulent quantities with decent precision and a good rate of convergence. And Two-equation
SST model has higher accuracy in separation flow predictions. Conjugate heat transfer equation
is applied due to the need of additional knowledge for the heat transfer across a solid region,
where thermally insulated or constant heat-flux boundary conditions can not represent the actual
physical process. Therefore “Thermal Connections” [28] are established at fluid-solid interfaces,
where imposed heat flux and temperature are equal from both sides. A coupled solution is
acquired from simultaneous computation in both fluid and solid regions. And Full Non-matching
algorithm (FNMB) [28] ensures feasible calculations when the patches are not completely
connected.
Inlet boundary condition is defined with parallel flow velocity in negative u direction, static
temperature and pressure, at a turbulence intensity of Î. In addition, static back pressure is
specified for outlet boundary to ensure stability. The static temperature and the absolute velocity
components are extrapolated from above definitions. Non-slip viscous isothermal wall is
assigned for the bottom surface of fluid domain. When solving near walls between fluid and
solid, conjugate heat transfer fluid-solid conditions are enabled. Moreover, imposed wall
functions reflect the effect of the non-linear flow properties variation through turbulent boundary
layer to mimic the presence of the walls. Besides, conjugate heat transfer solid-solid boundary
conditions are applied at intersections between junction and wires.
Steady state simulations are conducted at first place to give solutions of initial conditions for
unsteady state simulations. After 1000 iterations, convergence is achieved for steady simulations
performed on 16 parallel-core machines, in 4hrs CPU time. Average static temperature around
junction sphere is plotted against iteration steps to determine if convergence is acquired. It is also
necessary to observe the global residual with respect to iterations. Comparison of mass flow
between inlet and outlet is used to ensure reliable solutions. A rise-step of temperature is
introduced to start unsteady cases. Time step size is set to * #. At first a few global steps,
internal iteration size is set to 200 to resolve accurate transient temperature. Then internal
iteration size is reduced gradually as global step increases. In general, 10hrs of running time is
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required for unsteady simulations before temperature response of thermocouple reaches a
plateau.

3.2

Mesh Sensitivity

Mesh sensitivity is conducted to analyze the effect of grid resolution, turbulence models and
turbulence intensity on numerical simulations. The purpose of mesh sensitivity analysis is to
determine appropriate settings and tools of CFD solver, and minimize the potential error caused
by numerical schemes.
3.2.1

Grid Resolution Sensitivity

The sensitivity to grid resolution is analyzed by comparing steady and unsteady simulation
results from meshes comprised of different amounts of cells. The baseline mesh is created with
3.36 million cells for fluid domain, 0.56 million cells for solid domain, which has 0.21 million,
0.18 million cells for a junction and a single wire respectively. An aspect ratio of 1.2 is applied
on u ~ ` directions of discretization to get meshes off the baseline one. The specifications are
summarized for fluid and solid domain from coarse to finer mesh in the following table.
Table 3-5: Summary of grid specifications.

Coarse
Medium
Fine
Finer

Junctionv¬ÏÐ w Wirev¬ÏÐ w

Solidv¬ÏÐ w

Fluidv¬ÏÐ w

Totalv¬ÏÐ w

0.095
0.14
0.21
0.30

0.24
0.36
0.57
0.82

1.23
2.00
3.36
5.60

1.47
2.36
3.93
6.42

0.075
0.11
0.18
0.26

The influence of grid resolution is first examined in fluid domain. Steady simulations are
launched based on a variance of fluid meshes but the same fine solid mesh, where the inlet flow
is at I!K Ñ. Converged values of static temperature on the sphere are plotted against
number of cells. The converged static temperature decreases as mesh gets finer, and the influence
of grid resolution diminishes after fine grid, which is sufficiently refined to resolve heat transfer
between fluid and junction.
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Figure 3-3: Steady simulation results of mesh sensitivity (fluid domain).

Moreover, analysis is conducted to evaluate the effect of grid resolution on transient performance
of thermocouple. Steady simulations are performed with condition where the inlet flow is at
I!K Ñ. Then, gas temperature is increased to Ñ to initialize unsteady cases.

Figure 3-4: Unsteady simulation results of mesh sensitivity (fluid domain).

Trivial difference is observed between transient responses from different meshes. From the
regional window, it is obvious that the response curve from coarse mesh approaches to unity at
the slowest rate. Furthermore, the more refined the mesh is, the slower its response will be. And
this phenomenon is also verified by comparing time constants from different meshes. For
simplicity, time constants in the following table are defined under assumption of first-order
system.
Table 3-6: Summary of time constants (fluid domain).

Mesh
ÒvÓÔw

Coarse
5.00

Medium
5.02

Fine
5.21

Finer
5.33
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Time constant serves as a determinant to assess how fast the temperature response approaches to
unity for different meshes. From the table above, as mesh for fluid domain gets finer, the time
constant is larger, whose trend is in consistent with the implication from the previous table.
Above all, fine mesh is sufficiently refined to resolve fluid domain. Then four additional
simulations are performed with fine mesh as the fluid domain, while varying the solid domain
from coarse to finer meshes.
A)

B)

Figure 3-5: Simulation results of mesh sensitivity (solid domain).

Results of junction temperatures from steady simulations are summarized, trivial difference
shows that the fine mesh is enough refined, even though there is a reverse trend when solid
domain gets even refined out of fine mesh. And the allocation of unsteady responses replicates
the trend observed in plot of steady sphere temperature. Moreover, this trend is verified by
tabulate time constants of different meshes.
Table 3-7: Summary of time constants (solid domain).

Mesh
ÒvÓÔw

Coarse
5.16

Medium
5.17

Fine
5.21

Finer
5.13
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To conclude, the combination of fine fluid mesh and fine solid mesh is chosen as the functional
mesh, and whose discretization strategy is applied for other meshes for thermocouples at
different diameters.

3.2.2

Turbulence Model Sensitivity

The effect of turbulence model is analyzed based on the mesh with a combination of fine fluid
domain and solid domain, while changing turbulence model from Two-equation Realizable y 9 Í
model, Two-equation SST model to One-equation SA model, among which y 9 Í model is chosen
as the baseline scheme. Steady simulations are conducted first with inlet conditions at I!K Ñ.
And corresponding unsteady simulations are initialized with a temperature rise of Ñ .
Turbulence intensity is kept constant as Î to exclude any other factors than turbulence model.

Figure 3-6: Unsteady simulation results of mesh sensitivity (turbulence model).

Compared with SA model and SST model, y 9 Í model gives the unsteady response between these
two models, which means it reaches unity at a speed in between these two as well. This can also
be verified from the following table.
Table 3-8: Summary of time constants (turbulence model).

Turbulence Model
ÒvÓÔw

3.2.3

SST model
5.42

y 9 Í model
5.21

SA model
4.72

Turbulence Intensity

Turbulence intensity indicates the amplitude of the fluctuating components of velocity and the
scale indicates the relative size of the turbulent eddies [1]. It is of vital importance in defining inlet
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flow conditions, and has an influence on heat transfer around thermocouple junction and wires. To
better simulate the effect of turbulence intensity, unsteady simulations are performed with a series
of values from 1% to 10%. Incoming flow remains the same as I!K Ñ. This analysis is also
conducted for different turbulence models.
A) SST Model

B) y 9 Í Model

C) SA Model

Figure 3-7: Unsteady simulation results of mesh sensitivity (turbulence intensity).

Unsteady results are plotted for simulations with a variation in turbulence intensity. Time constants
can be calculated from temperature response curves. These variables are not only important for
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identifying the approaching speed to unity between different cases, but also serves as an
intermediate parameter to relate turbulence intensity and heat transfer around thermocouple.
Before elaborating on this point, time constants for all those response curves plotted above are
listed in the following table.
Table 3-9: Summary of time constants (turbulence intensity).

ÒvÓÔw

Õ 9 Ö model
5.20
5.20
5.00
4.80

SST model
5.30
5.30
5.20
4.80

1
ÉÀvÎw 2
5
10

SA model
4.80
4.70
4.60
4.60

A. J. Yule derived the theoretical equation for time constant '° from the energy conservation at a
distance u along the wire [10].
•

�° ×˘ˇ 9 ˘° Ø ? j T k y°
.

Ù M 1T
Ùł M

•

9 Ú° ÛFT j .T k

Ù1T
Ùq

0

(3.1)

where the heat transfer coefficient of the wire is �° 0 yˇ …š° ^K° . At a large distance from the
junction. Equation (3.1) converges towards [10]:
•

�° ×˘ˇ 9 ˘°5 Ø 9 Ú° ÛFT j .T k

Ù1T5
Ùq

0

(3.2)

This relation is valid for the wire far from both the junction and the supports [10]:
˘ˇ 0 ˘°5 ? '° ×Ü˘°5 ^Ü›Ø

(3.3)

where '° is the time constant of the wire alone and [10],
'° 0 ×Ú° ÛFT K°. ØO×yˇ …š° Ø

(3.4)

As indicated by G. Paniagua in [3], the time constant expresses the ratio between thermal storage
capacity and heat input per degree of temperature difference. It can be experimentally evaluated,
as the time required for the thermocouple to complete 63.2% of its response to a step gas
temperature change. The physical meaning of this time constant is consistent with the definition
of time constant for first-order systems. Therefore, time constants listed in Table 3-9 are used to
evaluate the relation between turbulence intensity and …š° .
On one hand, time constants are calculated from CFD simulations with the only variable of
turbulence intensity. The resultant …š° numbers are derived based on the foregoing information.
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Since each wire is comprised of a different type of material, then Nusselt number is evaluated
individually based on different materials, as …š°- , …š°. .
Table 3-10: Summary of Nusselt numbers (CFD results).

ÉÀvÎw
1
2
5
10

SST model
…š°- [-]
11.91
11.91
12.14
13.15

…š°. [-]
9.60
9.60
12.14
13.15

Õ 9 Ö model
…š°- [-] …š°. [-]
12.14
9.79
12.14
9.79
12.62
10.18
13.15
10.60

SA model
…š°- [-]
13.15
13.43
13.72
13.72

…š°. [-]
10.60
10.83
11.06
11.06

On the other hand, G.W. Lowery [27] proposed the relation between …š and turbulence intensity
in the following equation. And this relation was derived when analyzing the effect of turbulence
on heat transfer from heated cylinders.
d

d

…š^˝˛ M 0 *´ ? *£˘š˝˛ M

(3.5)
d
M

where ˘š is turbulence intensity, and this relation is valid when ˘š˝˛ ž *.
d

With reference to Table 3-4 and Table 3-9, the ˘š˝˛ M varies from 0.31 to 3.10, which gives
credibility to apply the precedent relation and calculate …š from another perspective.
Table 3-11: Summary of Nusselt numbers (empirical correlation).

ÉÀvÎw
ÝÞ [-]

1
21.65

2
22.06

5
23.30

10
25.36

As can be seen in the two tables above, Nusselt numbers have the same order in magnitude from
both aspects. And this idea can be better demonstrated by plotting …š from empirical correlation
and the summation of …š°-, …š°. together.

Figure 3-8: Relation between Nusselt number and turbulence intensity.
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After analyzing the effect of turbulence intensity on CFD simulations, it is verified that current
CFD algorithm has the ability to resolve accurately the conjugate heat transfer around
thermocouple model with reference to research on heated cylinder.

3.3

Results of CFD Simulations

In this section, numerical results are summarized and discussed to assess transient performance of
fine-wire thermocouples. General characteristics are analyzed at first place for thermocouple
responses. The concept of transfer function is introduced to depict the thermocouple response
when exposed to a step change of temperature. Moreover, transfer function is useful in quantifying
associated physical properties and building relations between thermocouple responses of different
sizes. Effect on transfer functions is analyzed from such perspectives as Ma, Re and support
temperature. All above, a digital compensation method is proposed to create a virtual fine
thermocouple to enhance the frequency response.
3.3.1

General Properties of Thermocouple Responses

After the introduction of a temperature step, all four thermocouples demonstrated similar
behavior in response curve. When plotting response curve with actual temperature as ~-axis,
junction temperature evolves to higher steady level for the thermocouple with larger diameter.
While it takes more time before the response reaches a plateau. For smaller thermocouples, the
situation is the opposite. This phenomenon can be demonstrated in Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9: Time evolution of four thermocouple probes (operating pressure of 1bar).

Moreover, the similarity can be better demonstrated when plotting temperature responses in nondimensional sense. With the assistance of method mentioned before, all four curves evolve to unit
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one in the end, and the increasing slope get steeper, implying smaller time constants and faster
frequency responses.

Figure 3-10: Time evolution of four thermocouple probes (non-dimensional temperature).

In actual environment where the thermocouple is exposed to temperature fluctuations, the transient
process where thermocouple acts to the temperature change can also be modeled by Figure 3-10
in an infinitesimal duration of time. And the non-dimensional treatment gives a benefit to expand
conclusions derived in this thesis to more general cases.
Figure 3-10 lays the foundation for analysis of thermocouple characteristics, it also throws a light
upon the potential to compensate response of coarse thermocouple to finer ones, in which sense it
is rewarding to analyze the relations between different thermocouple responses and extrapolate a
general rule governing all physical phenomena about thermocouples.
As discussed before, the transfer function can be described from a set of coefficients or a set of
gain factors and time constants. In the following sections, a close concentration is paid upon these
variables with respect to different flow conditions experienced by thermocouples. There are two
perspectives to keep in mind during analysis and summary of these variables, first the correlations
between these variables and non-dimensional flow numbers, such as ˝˛ and ! . Beyond that, it
is also of interest to apply these potential correlations to retrieve finer response from given
information of coarse thermocouples.
3.3.2

Characteristics of Two-Wire Thermocouples: Sensitivity to gas temperature

Consider the actual situations where thermocouples are applied, incoming flow temperature is of
first importance upon the response of thermocouple. In this section, several CFD simulations are
conducted to simulate the process of a sudden temperature rise. With reference to Table 3-3, cases
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are selected for those under the same wall temperature. Comparisons are conducted across a wide
range of gas temperatures (100K and 200K rise). Transfer functions are evaluated between
different thermocouples, with responses of coarse one as input and finer one as output. Here, the
definition of transfer functions between thermocouples is different than those with the ideal
temperature rise as input and response curve as output. The formal one works as the ratio between
thermocouples of different dimensions, and analysis on relevant characteristics gives a potential
to estimate finer response with coarse information. Iterations of comparison and analysis are done
for different gas pressure from 1bar to 5bar, which tests if conclusion derived at one condition of
gas pressure will still be true for other conditions.
Take the analysis with ßˇˆ˙ at 1bar and ˘°ˆ˜˜ at 300K for example, two sets of simulations are
conducted with temperature rises to 400K and 500K. In each set of simulations, there are four
cases for thermocouples with different diameters of 6, 12.5, 25 and 50. Time
evolutions of these simulations are plotted in actual temperature as following:

Figure 3-11: Time evolutions of the 50, 25, 12 and 6 thermocouples at 400K and 500K flow
temperature for an operating pressure of 1bar.

Transfer functions are evaluated between adjacent thermocouples in the sequence of wire
diameters. All transfer functions are in the format as Equation (2.17), then the coefficients are of
interest when analyzing the properties.
Table 3-12: Summary of coefficients for transfer functions at 400K

400K
_G H1.h

à2.5640

à.
-2.5381

á-1.1319

á.
0.3453

_G H1-.

4.2620

-4.1285

-0.8501

-0.0164

_G H 1s

3.1407

-2.8165

-0.6115

-0.0644

1h7
1.h

1-.

Coefficients are also summarized for response curves at 500K.
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Table 3-13: Summary of coefficients for transfer functions at 500K.

500K
_G H1.h

à2.5640

à.
-2.5381

á-1.1319

á.
0.3453

_G H1-.

4.2620

-4.1285

-0.8501

-0.0164

_G H 1s

3.1218

-2.8047

-0.6135

-0.0694

1h7
1.h

1-.

As can be seen, the set of coefficients at 500K assimilates the one at 400K, which suggests the
relation stays the same across a wide temperature range among responses of different
thermocouples. To verify this point, an estimation of finer response curves is conducted from
50 thermocouple at 400K, while using the coefficients derived at 500K. And this process can
be explained as following:
ğ.hp˙qroˆqpEˆql77â 0 ğh7ˆql77â * _G`H§Mi
h77â

(3.6)

§i4

Figure 3-12: Time evolutions of the 50, 25 thermocouples and estimated 25 at 400K flow
temperature for an operating pressure of 1bar with the transfer function for a flow temperature of 500K: a)
until 0.05s and b) zoom on the transient.

After applying the transfer function between 25 and 50 thermocouples at 500K to the
response curve of 50 at 400K, the estimated curve of 25 thermocouple is derived and
compared with the actual one. And relative error is defined for every point along response curves
as following:
˛KK⁄K•p˜ 0

ã1gMiä@RPf:Rä;:Rå44æ 31gMi:Rå44æ ã
1gMi:Rå44æ

µ Î

(3.7)
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Figure 3-13: Error distribution between the 25 thermocouples and estimated 25 at 400K flow
temperature for an operating pressure of 1bar with the transfer function for a flow temperature of 500K.

After plotting the error distribution, the discrepancy is below 4% between actual temperature
response of the 25 thermocouples and the estimated one for most parts during the time duration.
Basically, the estimated 25 curve follows closely the trend of actual response, especially for
the transient part, which verifies the precedent expectations and strengthens the point to develop
the compensation strategy by analyzing the relations among thermocouple responses.
Moreover, it is worthwhile to expand the application of foregoing method and estimate responses
of even finer thermocouples. Since the step of unit-one represents the ideal temperature change in
experiments, it is desirable to compensate the coarse response as closely to it as possible. While in
physically feasible test, even the actual temperature fluctuations have certain response rate, unlike
the unit-step whose frequency response is infinite. Namely the unit-step can not be modeled as the
real temperature in our non-dimensional domain when evaluating responses of multiple
thermocouples. Response of fine-wire thermocouple takes care of both responding rate
requirement and capability to show transient evolution. On the other hand, the difficulty arises
from the controversial fact between the rigidity and frequency response for fast and accurate
temperature measurement based on thermocouples. Then a robust digital compensation tool is
indeed necessary and helpful to acquire in-state transient data from thermocouples which can
survive in severe test conditions.
According to the discussion above, it is promising to apply the same strategy verified by the case
of 25 and 50 thermocouples. Here, the following campaign is conducted to estimate the
response of 6 thermocouple based off the information about 50 thermocouples.
ğ.hp˙qroˆqpEˆql77â 0 ğh7ˆql77â * _G`H1.h

h77â
1h7
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ğ-.p˙qroˆqpEˆql77â 0 ğ.hp˙qroˆqpEˆql77â * _G`H§dM
h77â

(3.8)

§Mi

ğsp˙qroˆqpEˆql77â 0 ğ-.p˙qroˆqpEˆql77â * _G`H 1s
h77â
1-.

Estimation of finer thermocouple responses is based on the results of last step, and with the
assistance of transfer functions between adjacent thermocouples every time. Here, the concept of
primary transfer functions is given for _G`H§Mi  _G`H§dM  _G`H §ç since transfer functions can be
§i4

§Mi

§dM

evaluated among every random two thermocouples. The rest combination of thermocouples as
input or output can be derived from these primary ones as following for example.
_G`H §ç 0 _G`H §ç * _G`H§dM
§Mi

§dM

(3.9)

§Mi

And the results of this campaign can be described by the following plot, where the estimated and
actual curves are plotted together to show the quality of estimation.

Figure 3-14: Time evolutions of the     thermocouples and estimated
   at 400K flow temperature for an operating pressure of 1bar with the transfer function
for a flow temperature of 500K: a) until 0.05s and b) zoom on the transient.

And the transient discrepancy for estimated curves can be demonstrated by plotting the relative
errors for each pair of these actual and estimated curves.
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Figure 3-15: Error distribution between the    thermocouples and estimated
   at 400K flow temperature for an operating pressure of 1bar with the transfer function
for a flow temperature of 500K.

The campaign shows trivial difference between estimated and actual signals, even with the transfer
function coefficients from another condition across the temperature difference of 100K.
Furthermore, the relative error does not get magnified when the estimation comes to finer
thermocouple responses. As been discussed before, such reconstructed signal is better off unit-step
signal as the approximation of real temperature change with fast but finite frequency response, and
transient part along the response curve, since it is also straightforward to analyze the relation
between coarse response and “real” temperature as demonstrated in the campaign. Above all, a
clear direction is concluded to come up with potential compensation method by studying on the
characteristics of coarse and fine thermocouples. Another explanation can be discussed from the
point of time constants about why the precedent campaign is successful. Here, the transfer
functions are defined between thermocouple responses. A new set of notations is introduced for
gain factors and time constants of this type of transfer functions, namely Gt-  t.  Í-  Í. H. Then,
variables are plotted against gas temperature.

Figure 3-16: Gain factors of transfer functions between thermocouple responses for an operating pressure
of 1bar.
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Figure 3-17: Time constants of transfer functions between thermocouple responses for an operating
pressure of 1bar.

Across the temperature from 400K to 500K, all these parameters do not change very much, and
these parameters define the characteristic of transfer functions between thermocouples, which
suggests the properties of these transfer function is temperature invariant. This gives credibility to
the point that any correlations or conclusions derived further can be applied to new conditions if
only gas temperature is the variable. For other test conditions, similar estimation campaigns are
conducted and results are included in Appendix A for those condition sets (400K and 500K of gas
temperature) at different gas pressures.
In this section, analysis is performed to investigate the properties of thermocouple responses, all
the trails and effort are based on the CFD simulation results. With these pre-knowledge, the feature
of gas temperature invariance is found and a compensation strategy is developed with the
assistance of transfer functions. Transient behavior is of interest and relative error is promised to
be low so that the quality of compensation is guaranteed. Even though the compensation is reliable
with many known information, the work in this section throws light upon the rest of this thesis.
First the problem to achieve final objective is simplified, the  thermocouple response is
regarded as the representative of real temperature fluctuations, meanwhile  and 
thermocouples are chosen to be coarse thermocouples. Then the problem is transformed into one
about how to estimate the  thermocouple response based off the information only from 
and  thermocouples. And from this section, the compensation needs to be done gradually
towards the “real” temperature with an intermediate step of  thermocouple. The reason for
the existence of this middle step can be explained as following. Since  and 
thermocouples are chosen to be the coarse samples which can be easily got in real application,
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with the ability to survive severe test conditions, it is desirable to relate any correlations derived
from assessment of thermocouple responses with the information about thermocouple itself. At
this moment, the ratio of dimension between these two thermocouples is of interest, the same
concept can be applied to any random two thermocouples and virtually fine thermocouple response
can be estimated based on information of these two random ones with different diameters if the
forgoing expectation can be verified. Therefore, it is necessary to have the  thermocouple in
between since the thermocouple diameter is reduced by half each time from  to .
3.3.3

Characteristics of Two-Wire Thermocouples: Sensitivity to wall temperature

Since the conduction through the wire plays an important role in determining the time constant,
namely the temperature response of thermocouple. The temperature on the support end of
thermocouple wire, ˘°ˆ˜˜ also needs to be considered upon the influence on thermocouple
response. Time evolutions of 50, 25, 12 and 6 thermocouples at two different wall
temperatures while at the same gas pressure and temperature are plotted as following:

Figure 3-18: Time evolutions of the 50, 25, 12 and 6 thermocouples at 300K and 350K wall
temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar and an operating pressure of 400K.

In general, one specific thermocouple response follows nearly the same trend as it is under a
different wall temperature, even in the domain of actual temperature (K). Transfer function is
evaluated with the unit-step as input and response curve as output for each signal in the above
plot. Gain factors and time constants are plotted as following and summarized in the Appendix
B.
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Figure 3-19: Gain factors of transfer functionsh7 ^\èéê  .h ^\èéê  -. ^\èéê  s ^\èéê with respect to
wall temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar and an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure 3-20: Time constants of transfer functionsh7 ^\èéê  .h ^\èéê  -. ^\èéê  s ^\èéê with respect
to wall temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar and an operating temperature of 400K.

In general, all the parameters does not vary too much across a wide range of wall temperature.
These parameters defined the characteristics of thermocouple responses, namely the wall
temperature does not have significant effect on the thermocouple responses under current ·^¸.
This point can also be verified for those cases under an operating pressure of 5bar and an
operating temperature of 500K. In this case, three points of wall temperature from 300K to 450K
are analyzed.
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A)

B)

Figure 3-21: Time evolutions of the 50, 25, 12 and 6 thermocouples for an operating pressure
of 5bar and an operating pressure of 400K: A) at 300K and 350K wall temperatures; B) at 350K and 450K
wall temperatures.

Figure 3-22: Gain factors of transfer functionsh7 ^\èéê  .h ^\èéê  -. ^\èéê  s ^\èéê with respect to
wall temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar and an operating temperature of 500K.
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Figure 3-23: Time constants of transfer functionsh7 ^\èéê  .h ^\èéê  -. ^\èéê  s ^\èéê with respect
to wall temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar and an operating temperature of 500K.

For the transfer function s ^\èéê , points of gain factors and time constants at wall temperature
of 300K are outliers, and are neglected in plots. The detail can be seen in Appendix B. Over a
wide range of wall temperature, the response curves do not have significant change in transient
part, and characteristic parameters stay the same. Conclusion can be made for wall temperature
invariance.
3.3.4

Characteristics of Two-Wire Thermocouples: Sensitivity to Reynolds Number

In previous section, simulation cases with the same inlet flow pressure are selected to compare and
evaluate the effect of inlet flow temperature, namely

!. Following the same idea, cases with the

same inlet flow temperature are selected to check if the similar phenomena can be discovered.
Since the incoming flow pressure has a relatively significant effect on ˝˛, then the topic of this
section is to investigate the sensitivity of characteristics of two-wire thermocouple to ˝˛ with the
focus on flow pressure.
A similar estimation campaign is tested as what is done in last section. The transfer function
between  and  is evaluated at a flow condition of 3bar, 400K. Then it is applied to the
response of  to retrieve the  thermocouple response at 1bar, 400K.
ğ.hp˙qroˆqpEˆq-(ˆ• 0 ğh7ˆq-(ˆ• * _G`H§Mi
m(ˆ•
§i4

(3.10)
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Figure 3-24: Time evolutions of the 50, 25 thermocouples and estimated 25 at 1bar flow pressure
for an operating temperature of 400K with the transfer function for a flow pressure of 3bar: a) until 0.05s
and b) zoom on the transient.

Comparing the evolutions of the estimated 25  and the actual one, the transfer function
evaluated from the other condition at 3bar is not able to replicate the response of 25 
thermocouple at 1bar, and significant discrepancy is observed. And the discrepancy get magnified
when compensating further by the following steps:
ğ.hp˙qroˆqpEˆq-(ˆ• 0 ğh7ˆq-(ˆ• * _G`H1.h

m(ˆ•
1h7

ğ-.p˙qroˆqpEˆq-(ˆ• 0 ğ.hp˙qroˆqpEˆq-(ˆ• * _G`H§dM
m(ˆ•

(3.11)

§Mi
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Figure 3-25: Time evolutions of the     thermocouples and estimated
  thermocouples at 1bar flow pressure for an operating temperature of 400K with the
transfer function for a flow pressure of 3bar: a) until 0.05s and b) zoom on the transient.

As a result, the transfer function between thermocouples is sensitive to the incoming flow pressure
and the effect cannot be simplified the same way as temperature invariance. It is necessary to
investigate and establish the correlation between transfer function characteristics and flow pressure,
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or in other words, ˝˛ . Since the transfer functions discussed before are defined with one
thermocouple as input and the other one as output, there are two wire lengths of thermocouple
associated, therefore it is inappropriate to choose either one as the characteristic dimension when
calculating ˝˛. Thus, the definition of transfer function is changed such that unit-step is chosen as
input signal, and the output signal is one specific thermocouple depending on which is of interest.
And the notation G-  .  '-  '. H is determined for gain factors and time constants of transfer
function associated with one specific thermocouple. As a results, the transfer functions with focus
are listed as ˘h7 ^˘˙qpF  ˘.h ^˘˙qpF  ˘-. ^˘˙qpF and ˘s ^˘˙qpF . Since flow temperature also affects ˝˛,
cases with the same wall temperature are analyzed for each thermocouple. As a result, there are
six condition points with varying gas temperatures and pressures along the line for one specific
thermocouple with the reference to the table of simulation conditions.

Figure 3-26: Gain factors of transfer functions h7 ^\èéê  .h ^\èéê  -. ^\èéê and s ^\èéê with respect
to Re

Figure 3-27: Time constants of transfer functions h7 ^\èéê  .h ^\èéê  -. ^\èéê and s ^\èéê with
respect to Re
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Gain factors and time constants are plotted against ˝˛ for transfer functions
˘h7 ^˘˙qpF  ˘.h ^˘˙qpF  ˘-. ^˘˙qpF and ˘s ^˘˙qpF across a wide range of inlet conditions. Some
phenomenon can be observed from these two plots:
1) For a specific transfer function, such as ˘h7 ^˘˙qpF , G-  . H are nearly constant in the
range of ˝˛ discussed here;
2) For all four transfer functions, G-  . H have a fairly close concentration across the
range of ˝˛;
3) For a specific transfer function, such as ˘h7 ^˘˙qpF , G'-  '. H follows nearly a linear trend
with respect to ˝˛, and '- is always one order less than '. ;
4) For adjacent characteristic lines of either '- or '. , the ratio of time constants seems to be
the same between the transfer function of larger thermocouple and smaller thermocouple.
Above all, the analysis is conducted across a wide range of inlet conditions for the sensitivity of
˝˛. And the characteristic of transfer functions is investigated with the unit-step as input signal
and response curve for each thermocouple as output signal. Different from the previous two
sections, the invariant properties of transfer functions don’t stay true when the conditions vary
with respect to ˝˛. While it is promising to investigate more on the these two plots about the set
of variables, and verify the implications as concluded before. In this chapter, a detail introduction
is given for numerical simulations. CFD tests are conducted for a series of thermocouples under a
wide range of conditions, such as inlet flow temperature, pressure and wall temperature, which are
essential in affecting the performance of thermocouples. A thorough mesh sensitivity analysis is
performed to ensure valid numerical resolutions, in perspectives of grid size, turbulence model and
turbulence intensity. A verification is given from another topic about the heat transfer effect of
turbulence intensity for flow across the cylinder. Then, the properties of two-wire thermocouple
are analyzed with the assistance of transfer function. The sensitivity to different variables is
investigated, such as ! , wall temperature and ˝˛. The invariance to ! and wall temperature
narrows down the scope for the analysis of transfer function properties. ˝˛ is able to represent the
change in inlet flow temperature and pressure, and doesn’t keep the invariance properties while
shows implications in finding a robust compensation strategy. This compensation strategy is
discussed further in the next chapter to retrieve the transient response of virtually fine
thermocouple based on the temperature reading from coarse thermocouples, so that the initial
objective of this thesis is respected and fulfilled.
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COMPENSATION STRATEGY

From the last chapter, several observations are discovered for the characteristic set of variables
with respect to ˝˛, which gives clues in developing a compensation strategy to create highfrequency virtual thermocouple. These observations need to be investigated and verified in the
following manner.

4.1

Characteristic correlations of transfer function about Reynolds number

The properties of transfer function are represented by the set of variables G-  .  '-  '. H. For each
thermocouple under certain flow conditions, the characteristic set of variables is unique and
summarizes all the information about response curve in Z-domain. The key to investigate the
properties is to discover and summarize the correlation between these variables and ˝˛ for transfer
functions defined with unit-step as input and specific response curve as output.
First of all, -  . are summarized for each thermocouple at every inlet flow condition, the detail
data can be found in Appendix B. For every thermocouple transfer function, the summation of and . is always one for all flow conditions. The average of . is calculated for every
thermocouple, so as standard deviation, and the percentage of deviation over the average. The
results are summarized as following:
Table 4-1: Summary of gain factor . for transfer functions of four thermocouples.

.

ë.
ì
ì^
ë.

h7 ^\èéê
1.1310
0.0205
1.81%

.h ^\èéê
1.1587
0.0511
4.41%

-. ^\èéê
1.1389
0.0664
16.05%

s ^\èéê
1.0758
0.0472
4.39%

For each thermocouple, . does not vary too much among all simulation conditions. Besides,
the average of 
ë . for all four thermocouples is 1.1261 and standard deviation is 0.0355, thus the
percentage is only 3.15%. After this analysis, a homogenous . can be determined for all
thermocouples at any simulation conditions, so is it with - since the summation of two gain
factor is always one.
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Then, linear regression is evaluated for each characteristic line of '. . And the linear correlation is
defined as $⁄ƒG'. H 0 í7 ? í- $⁄ƒG˝˛H, and ˝ . is used to evaluate the quality of linear
estimation.
Table 4-2: Results of linear regression about . for transfer functions of four thermocouples.

h7 ^\èéê
-3.1310
-0.2695
0.94343

.

î7
îï.

.h ^\èéê
-4.4713
-0.2713
0.94398

-. ^\èéê
-5.7780
-0.2897
0.92843

s ^\èéê
-7.1464
-0.2430
0.95896

As it can be seen, the linear assumption works very well to approximate the trend of $⁄ƒG'. H and
$⁄ƒG˝˛H, since the least square ˝ . is close to one under each criteria of thermocouple.
Furthermore, the í- does not vary too much among all four transfer functions, the average value
of í- is -0.2704, and the standard deviation is 0.0013, which is only 0.5% of the average value.
A general estimation of í- can be applied to all these four transfer functions with the average
value.
Since the difference in diameter between thermocouple, ˝˛ is different for each thermocouple at
the same inlet flow condition. Then points are selected under the same inlet condition from all
four characteristic lines of '. , corresponding to four different thermocouples. Define the
following ratios:
€

K§i4 0 €
§Mi
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§i4
§@RäA
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§Mi
§@RäA

€

 K§Mi 0 €
§dM
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§Mi
§@RäA
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§dM
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 K§dM 0 €
§ç
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§dM
§@RäA

M

§ç
§@RäA

(4.1)

These ratios are calculated for all simulation conditions, and the average value is calculated.
Besides, standard deviation and percentage of deviation over average value are evaluated to
assess the distribution of data.
Table 4-3: Results of ratios of . between transfer functions of four thermocouples.

ҧ
ì
ì^ҧ

h7

.h

-.

0.3124
0.0096
3.08%

0.2986
0.0150
5.03%

0.3687
0.0093
2.53%

.h

-.

s

The average of these three Kҧ is calculated to be 0.3266, the standard deviation is 0.03717, which
is only 11.38% of the average. It is reasonable to use the final value as an approximation of K
between every two adjacent characteristic lines of '. . In the plots of time constants, it can be
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explained in such way that points share the same inlet condition if they are at the equivalent
sequential location of ˝˛ along characteristic line of '. correspondingly. Moreover, the ratio of
'. between adjacent points in the series of ˘h7 ^˘˙qpF  ˘.h ^˘˙qpF  ˘-. ^˘˙qpF and ˘s ^˘˙qpF is
nearly constant. Since the dimension ratio between adjacent thermocouples is constant, an
assumption can be made that the ratio of '. between two adjacent thermocouples stays constant
and the value can be applied to even finer thermocouples if the ratio of dimension is constant.
Take the case of  and  thermocouples for example, the dimension ratio is 1.5, and a
virtual thermocouple of  can be created if applying this ratio to . With the
information from responses of  and  thermocouples, the response of this virtual
thermocouple can also be predicted based on these empirical relations and a compensation
strategy is therefore developed.
Up to this point, several empirical relations are found to estimate -  . and '. . And the
estimation covers two perspectives. For specific thermocouple, there is a linear relation between
'. and ˝˛, or to say different inlet flow conditions. For the series of four thermocouples, ratios of
'. in each pair of adjacent thermocouples are identified from  to . -  . can be
treated as constant in both aspects, the baseline value stays the same when estimating the
corresponding information of a new inlet flow condition or a new thermocouple.
Finally, the last point of interest is how to estimate '- . The variable of G- ^'- ? . ^'. H is
evaluated at each condition for each thermocouple, which is defined as  for simplicity. For a
specific thermocouple, this variable has a nearly linear trend about ˝˛, written as $⁄ƒGH 0 ߙ7 ?
ߙ- $⁄ƒG˝˛H The results of linear regression are summarized as following:
Table 4-4: Results of linear regression about  for transfer functions of four thermocouples.


Ƚ7
Ƚï.

h7 ^\èéê
3.7522
0.0705
0.7812

.h ^\èéê
4.3388
0.1936
0.8130

-. ^\èéê
5.4132
0.2754
0.8746

s ^\èéê
7.2790
0.1366
0.9376

From the above table, the approximation of linear relation between $⁄ƒGH and $⁄ƒG˝˛H is
acceptable. This relation is coupled with previous empirical correlation to estimate '- . And a
campaign is conducted to verify if these correlations are able to give good estimations from
baseline thermocouple.
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4.2

Application of characteristic correlations

Based on the conclusions from last section, the correlations are applied to the response curve of
50 thermocouple. Given the response curve of  thermocouple at certain condition, with
inlet flow temperature of 400K and pressure of 1bar. Then the set of variablesG-  .  '-  '. H
be solved from the known response curve. Here, empirical constants from these relations are
still assumed to be given. Then the campaign can be explained with the assistance of the
following matrix, which uses the flow conditions as horizontal direction, and the dimension of
thermocouples as vertical direction.

Figure 4-1: Compensation matrix I.

In the horizontal direction, the ˝˛ is increasing from left to right, denoted by index from 1 to 6.
On the other hand, the thermocouple is getting finer in diameter in vertical direction, with higher
frequency response, denoted by index from A to D. The plot above summarizes all simulations
points for all thermocouple set-ups. And the objective of this campaign is to estimate response
curve at simulation points with either higher ˝˛ or higher frequency response based on the
response curve at very coarse point in the corner, with low frequency response and ˝˛.
To compensate the baseline signal to have higher frequency response at the same inlet condition,
namely in the vertical direction, the following procedures need to be observed. With the given
information about  thermocouple, the -  . are regarded as constants for cases of finer
thermocouples at the same flow condition.
Œ
Œ
˘h7 ՜ ˘.h
՜ ˘-.
՜ ˘sŒ
Œ
Œ
Œ
-h7 0 -.h
0 --.
0 -s

(4.2)
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Œ
Œ
Œ
0 .-.
0 .s
.h7 0 ..h

Then the ratio of '. is applied to retrieve the corresponding values each time when the dimension
is divided by two. Since the magnitude of '- is always one order less than '. . Then a bold
estimation is applied to retrieve '- for finer thermocouples. Same ratio as the one of '. is applied
Œ
Œ
Œ
to '-h7 to retrieve '-.h
, '--.
and '-s
.
Œ
Œ
Œ
'-h7 0 '-.h
* K§i4 0 '--.
* K§i4 * K§Mi 0 '-s
* K§i4 * K§Mi * K§dM
§Mi

§Mi

§dM

§Mi

§dM

§ç

Œ
Œ
Œ
'.h7 0 '..h
* K§i4 0 '.-.
* K§i4 * K§Mi 0 '.s
* K§i4 * K§Mi * K§dM
§Mi

§Mi

§dM

§Mi

§dM

(4.3)
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With the new set of variables, the response curves can be reconstructed for finer thermocouples
in the following manner:
Œ
Œ
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(4.4)

ቋ * ˘˙qpF

After applying the correlations, estimated response curves of , , thermocouples can
be created from the information of  thermocouple at the same inlet condition, the results of
estimation is plotted as following:

Figure 4-2: Time evolutions of the actual ,, , and estimated ,  , 
thermocouples at 1bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.05s and b) zoom on
the transient.

For the most span of time duration, the estimated response curves follow the actual signals
closely, especially in the transient part, which gives satisfied results. Moreover, the error
distribution is also evaluated for these estimated curves.
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Figure 4-3: Error distribution of the actual and estimated ,  ,  thermocouples at 1bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

The quality of estimation is guaranteed since the error is kept below 10% for most of the time
duration in simulation results, which again verifies the feasibility for the application of
characteristic correlations. Similar campaigns are conducted at different operating conditions,
and the details of results are included in Appendix A. Plots are given for verification of
characteristic correlations discussed before at 3bar and 5bar. Due to the temperature invariance,
more campaigns in appendix are only conducted at gas temperature of 400K, the case at 500K
should be expected to give the similar results.
For the estimation above, the campaign is conducted with known factors from last section, and
that is why the estimation can be conducted with the information of only one thermocouple. A
compensation strategy needs to be developed with the information of two thermocouples under
no further given correlations, so that the method has a real sense in actual applications.
In another perspective to compensate the baseline response curve to new condition with higher
˝˛, namely in the horizontal direction, the set of variables need to be estimated from the one of
 thermocouple. -  . can be kept the same and the results of linear regression are applied
to estimate '. for the new condition. Then three variables except '- are derived for the new
condition. Finally, the results of linear regression about  is applied to solve '- at the new
condition. The procedures can be demonstrated as following:
Œ
Œ
˘h7ˆq-(ˆ• ՜ ˘h7ˆqm(ˆ•
՜ ˘h7ˆqh(ˆ•
Œ
Œ
-ˆq-(ˆ• 0 -ˆqm(ˆ•
0 -ˆq
h(ˆ•

(4.5)

Œ
Œ
.ˆq-(ˆ• 0 .ˆqm(ˆ•
0 .ˆqh(ˆ•

At the first condition of inlet pressure 1bar, í7 can be calculated with the assumption that í- is
known in the correlation $⁄ƒG'. H 0 í7 ? í- $⁄ƒG˝˛H with given '.ˆq-(ˆ• and associated ˝˛.
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í7 0 $⁄ƒ×'.ˆq-(ˆ• Ø 9 í- $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆq-(ˆ• Ø

(4.6)

Then when the pressure is changed to 3bar and 5bar, corresponding ˝˛ is substituted into the
correlation to get the estimated '. for these two conditions.
Œ
'.ˆqm(ˆ•
0 ˛u൛í7 ? í- $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqm(ˆ• Øൟ
Œ
'.ˆqh(ˆ•
0 ˛u൛í7 ? í- $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqh(ˆ• Øൟ

(4.7)

Similar process is followed to estimate '- based on '-ˆq-(ˆ• for higher ˝˛ conditions. Since
G-  .  '-  '. H for 50 thermocouple is known at 1bar, then  can be calculated and ߙ7 in
$⁄ƒGH 0 ߙ7 ? ߙ- $⁄ƒG˝˛H can be solved with known ߙ- .
h7ˆq-(ˆ• 0 -ˆq-(ˆ• ^'-ˆq-(ˆ• ? .ˆq-(ˆ• ^'.ˆq-(ˆ•
ߙ7 0 $⁄ƒ×h7ˆq-(ˆ• Ø 9 ߙ- $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆq-(ˆ• Ø

(4.8)

When pressure is changed, new ˝˛ is used in the correlation to solve new '- in the end.
Œ
'-ˆqm(ˆ•
0  ൛ߙ7 ? ߙ- $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqm(ˆ• Øൟ
Œ
'-ˆqh(ˆ•
0  ൛ߙ7 ? ߙ- $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqh(ˆ• Øൟ

(4.9)

With the new set of variables, the response curve can be reconstructed at the new condition in the
following manner:
Œ
˘h7

0

b§ "¨Œ

-3p @ d
൜-Œ
Œ
a3p b§@ "¨d

?

b§ "¨Œ

-3p @ M
.Œ
Œ ൠ * ˘˙qpF
a3p b§@ "¨M

(4.10)

The above equation is derived from the view of transfer function, which is defined with ˘˙qpF as
input signal, and ˘h7 as output signal. ˘˙qpF is always unit one in non-dimensional domain and
representative of any actual temperature change according to the actual requirement. In this
fashion, the estimation of response at higher ˝˛ conditions can be conducted, and the opposite
direction compensation is also feasible, estimation of response at lower ˝˛ conditions with given
information at higher ˝˛.
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Figure 4-4: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.05s and b)
zoom on the transient.

In the above plot, estimations of response curve for  thermocouple at 3bar and 5bar flow
pressure are conducted with the response curve at 1bar as baseline. Following the precedent
discussion, necessary constants are applied to the set of factors of  thermocouple at 1bar.
Then the corresponding sets of variables can be determined at 3bar and 5bar, namely the
estimated response curves are also determined. In general, the estimated signals follow closely
with the actual trends. Additional evaluation is performed on relative error between actual and
estimated signals to assess the quality of estimation.

Figure 4-5: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

After evaluating the error distribution, relatively large discrepancy is observed at the first few
sampling points, which might be explained by the small magnitude of non-dimensional
temperature values in the very beginning. Even small deviation from the actual value results in
large relative error. And the relative error gets magnified when estimating at higher ˝˛
condition. While comparing with the zoom of transient temperature evolution, the estimation is
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acceptable in quality. Similar compensation campaigns are performed for the rest three
thermocouples, results are included in Appendix A.

4.3

Compensation strategy based on two-wire thermocouples

The idea to develop a compensation strategy of two-wire thermocouples is to estimate the
response of virtually fine thermocouples as the approximation of real temperature fluctuations,
with special focus on the transient part. In actual application, two different thermocouples are
chosen with the properties of easy-acquiring and rigidity in severe experimental application,
while usually with relatively large diameters and low response frequencies. With the assistance
of the compensation strategy, characteristics of these two thermocouples are investigated and
extrapolated to retrieve the “real” temperature with the benefit of enhanced frequency response.
The detail of proposed compensation strategy can be explained in the following based on the
simulation results.
The , thermocouples are chosen to represent two random thermocouples in real
application. The primary objective is to estimate the responses of finer thermocouples of
,. And a secondary goal is to compensate the response of one specific thermocouple
to high ˝˛ conditions based on a few tests at low ˝˛, since there exists a linear relation between
'. (conduction effect) and ˝˛. The following matrix is used to demonstrate the idea of the
compensation strategy.

Figure 4-6: Compensation matrix II.
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In the matrix, two simulation points are given for  thermocouple, which varies from each
other in ˝˛, and the other two are given for 25μm thermocouple. In this case, these four conditions
represent essential tests of two random thermocouples. And the purpose is to reconstruct the
situations of other nodes in this matrix, which would be the estimation of the response of the same
thermocouple while at higher ˝˛, or compensation of the response of finer thermocouples while
at the same ˝˛.
For the primary and secondary objectives, the following campaign is used to explain the
compensation strategy and evaluate the accuracy. The difference of this campaign from last section
is without any further information other than response curves of two specific thermocouples. Given
the response curve of  and  thermocouple at certain condition, with inlet flow
temperature of 400K and pressure of 1bar. Then two sets of variablesG-  .  '-  '. H be
solved from the known response curves.
First, to compensate response curves of  , at 1bar flow pressure and an operating
temperature of 400K. Take the average of - from   thermocouples, do the same
process for . . And use them to estimate the G-  . H of , thermocouples.
Œ
˘h7  ˘.h ՜ ˘-.
՜ ˘sŒ
Œ
Œ
!ƒ×-h7  -.h Ø 0 --.
0 -s

(4.11)

Œ
Œ
!ƒ×.h7  ..h Ø 0 .-.
0 .s

With G'-  '. H from   thermocouple response curves, the ratio of '. between these two
thermocouples can be calculated and apply this ratio to estimate G'-  '. H for  , 
thermocouples.
K§i4 0 '.h7^'..h
§Mi

Œ
Œ
'-h7 0 '--.
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Results of estimated , thermocouple responses based on information about 
 thermocouples are plotted as following:
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Figure 4-7: Time evolutions of the actual ,, , and estimated  , 
thermocouples at 1bar flow pressure for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.05s and b) zoom on
the transient.

The compensation campaign is different from the one in last section, and small discrepancy
between is observed between actual and estimated  thermocouple responses. The obvious
deviation is still within expectation, since the compensation is performed without any given factors
from characteristic correlations. While the estimated  thermocouple response follows closely
to the actual one, which satisfies the requirement of accuracy. Moreover, the relative error is
plotted to assess the quality of compensation.

Figure 4-8: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  ,  thermocouples at 1bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

Even though, the maximum magnitude of relative error of this campaign is larger than the one
from last section. It still remains less than 10% for the most span of time duration, especially for
the 8% peak error level for the estimation of  thermocouple response. Similar campaigns are
conducted at 3bar and 5bar with the same process, results are included in Appendix A. For the
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secondary objective, the campaign is done to compensate the response of  at low ˝˛ to
higher ˝˛ condition. And the process is explained as following:
Two representative conditions are chosen with significantly different ˝˛. Given the response curve
of  thermocouple at certain two conditions, with inlet flow temperature of 400K and pressure
of 1bar and 3bar. Then two sets of variablesG-  .  '-  '. H be solved from the known
response curves. Take the average of G-  . H of  thermocouple at 1bar and 3bar to
estimate the corresponding gain factors at 5bar.
Œ
˘h7ˆq-(ˆ•  ˘h7ˆqm(ˆ• ՜ ˘h7ˆqh(ˆ•
Œ
!ƒG-ˆq-(ˆ•  -ˆqm(ˆ• H 0 -ˆqh(ˆ•

(4.13)

Œ
!ƒG.ˆq-(ˆ•  .ˆqm(ˆ• H 0 .ˆqh(ˆ•

The linear factor í- is estimated from '.ˆq-(ˆ•  and '.ˆqm(ˆ• . Then í7 can be calculated if
evaluated with ˝˛ at 1bar or 3bar. Here the average is taken to estimate í7.
í-Œ 0

$⁄ƒ×'.ˆq-(ˆ• Ø 9 $⁄ƒ×'.ˆqm(ˆ• Ø
$⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆq-(ˆ• Ø 9 $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqm(ˆ• Ø

Œ
Œ
í7Œ 0 !ƒGí7ˆq-(ˆ•
 í7ˆqm(ˆ•
H

(4.14)

where
Œ
0 $⁄ƒ×'.ˆq-(ˆ• Ø 9 í-Œ $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆq-(ˆ• Ø
í7ˆq-(ˆ•
Œ
í7ˆqm(ˆ•
0 $⁄ƒ×'.ˆqm(ˆ• Ø 9 í-Œ $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqm(ˆ• Ø

Then the estimated '. at 5bar is calculated with ˝˛h7 at 5bar. Since '- is always one order less
than '. , a rough estimation is made for '- at 5bar by taking the average of '- at 3bar and 5bar.
Œ
0 !ƒG'-ˆq-(ˆ•  '-ˆqm(ˆ• H
'-ˆqh(ˆ•
Œ
'.ˆqh(ˆ•
0 ˛u൛í7Œ ? í-Œ $⁄ƒ×˝˛h7ˆqh(ˆ• Øൟ

(4.15)

Then plots are given for estimation of  thermocouple response at 5bar from the
information at 1bar and 3bar, and associated relative error distribution for an operating flow
temperature of 400K.
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Figure 4-9: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar, 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouple at 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.05s and b) zoom on
the transient.

Figure 4-10: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 5bar flow pressures for
an operating temperature of 400K.

From this campaign, the secondary objective is achieved with small discrepancy from the
compensation. The level of relative error is ensured below 10% for most of the transient part. The
response of  thermocouple at higher ˝˛ is retrieved from the information only dependent on
responses at lower ˝˛. Similar procedures are repeated for   and  thermocouples,
results are included in Appendix A.

4.4

Experiment on two-wire thermocouple

Experiments are conducted with the facility of the linear test section in Purdue Experimental
Turbine Aero-thermal Lab. Two K-type thermocouples at  and 75 are used as given
probes to retrieve the response of a virtual thermocouple at , with a constant dimension ratio
as 1.5. Another K-type thermocouple at  is used to compare the response of the estimated
signal. The thermocouple at  is provided by Labfacility Ltd with a very fast response to a
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fraction of a second time. And the rest two thermocouples are offered by OMEGA Engineering,
Inc.

Figure 4-11: Calibration and linear fit curve for  thermocouple.

Calibration of thermocouples are conducted with eight temperature points from 9) to )
with an increment of ). Correlations of voltage and temperature are created for these three
thermocouples by linear regression.
Table 4-5: Calibration results for three thermocouples.

v)w 0 î7 ? î- vw




î7
28.94288
28.99794
28.99845

î23922.01
23970.56
23971.71

ï.
0.999955
0.999906
0.999907

The table above summarizes the results of calibration for all three thermocouples

Figure 4-12: Test rig a) Linear test section; b) thermocouple insertion; c)  thermocouple wire.

The transient test is conducted with an initial condition at ambient temperature and pressure.
Then the air in upstream is heated up to 418.2K in the burner, once the valve is open, three
thermocouples are exposed to a sudden change of temperature. And the flow velocity is set to
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"#. Only a short-duration in the transient part during temperature rise is taken as sample to
apply the compensation strategy and verify if the proposed method will work for actual
experiment.
A)

B)

Figure 4-13: Time evolution of transient test and zoom in view from 8~8.15s.

A compensation strategy is proposed based on the calculated characteristic parameters from
 and 75 thermocouples.
Œ
˘h  ˘h7 ՜ ˘mm
Œ
!ƒ×-h  -h7 Ø 0 -mm

(4.16)

Œ
!ƒ×.h  .h7 Ø 0 .mm

The average of gain factors for those two thermocouples are used to estimate the virtual
thermocouple at . All evaluations of parameters are conducted under non-dimensional
domain.
K§

i
§i4

0 '.h^'.h7

Œ
* K§
'-h7 0 '-mm

i
§i4

(4.17)
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* K§ i *
'.h7 0 '.mm
§i4

Following the procedures, the estimation of virtual thermocouple can be performed, and response
curve and be created and compared with the reading from  thermocouple.

Figure 4-14: Time evolutions for ,, and estimated  thermocouples.

From the results, the compensation method gives a good agreement between the estimation of
the virtual thermocouple and the signal of  thermocouple, which shows practical sense of
proposed compensation method. Moreover, the dimension ratio between the series of
thermocouple from , to  is changed to a constant value of 1.5, which verifies
the assumption that proposed strategy can be applied to any two random thermocouples.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis presents work in development of temperature measurement technique based on K-type
thermocouple. Past literature and previous work are summarized in introduction. Other researchers’
effort is evaluated and compared, a clear clue is found for the evolution of research in the field of
thermocouple. Steady error was first analyzed with the intention to quantify the difference between
junction temperature and flow temperature. Several design variables were included in parametrical
analysis, such as wire length, wire diameter and junction size. Analytical models were created
from the energy conservation equation and numerical models were built to incorporate the
influence of design variables and flow conditions. Then, characteristic of thermocouple response
was investigated in frequency domain. Response ability of thermocouple was evaluated, and
enormous effort was paid to enhance frequency response of thermocouple. On the other hand,
compensation strategies were developed to retrieve true temperature fluctuation with the focus on
instantaneous time constants. Based on the previous work of my colleagues, the plan and
objectives were defined for this thesis rather than in frequency domain,
Methodology was explained and mathematical tools were chosen to assist the analysis of this thesis.
Z-transform has parallel conceptual definitions and application as Fourier-transform in frequency
domain. While the discrete-time domain made it straightforward to analyze and explain the
properties of response curve. Meanwhile, it gave the potential to develop the compensation
strategy directly from data processing. General procedures of data processing were discussed,
evaluation of transfer function was conducted in non-dimensional temperature domain. After nondimensional treatment, the unit-step signal was able to represent sudden temperature changes with
any magnitudes, which was beneficial in concluding general correlations for thermocouple
properties.
Material facts and dimensions were explained and specified for thermocouples. Based on
geometrical information, CAD models were created and imported into HEXPRESS to generate
unstructured mesh. Basic information was given to initialize CFD simulations, in perspectives of
boundary conditions, flow parameters and cases settings. Numerical algorithms were explained in
detail about selections of turbulence model, concept of conjugate heat transfer and solution
schemes. After setting up CFD simulations, sensitivity analysis was conducted in depth. Factors
are considered for sensitivity to grid size for both fluid and solid parts, turbulence model and
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turbulence intensity. Evaluation of turbulence intensity effect on heat transfer gave extra credibility
on mesh sensitivity analysis, reliability of mesh was confirmed.
Assessment of thermocouple response was conducted with the assistance of complete conjugate
heat transfer simulations. Numerical results were acquired from instantaneous solution of heat
transfer between the interface of fluid and solid. Enormous CFD cases were analyzed with
variations of gas temperature, gas pressure and wall temperature for a series of thermocouples at
   and  . Effect of different parameter to thermocouple response was
concluded in terms of correlations with respect to˝˛. Compensation concept was first analyzed
with resolved information of thermocouple responses from CFD. Properties of transfer functions
between thermocouples were evaluated and summarized, which revealed the invariance of gas
temperature. Response curves were plotted in actual temperature domain for different cases across
a wide range of wall temperature. Good agreement was observed in response curves between cases
with different wall temperatures, namely the response curve is insensitive to wall temperature.
With abundant data points, gain factors and time constants were plotted with respect to Reynolds
number. Characteristic correlations were discovered and compensation strategies were developed
to fulfil the goal of frequency enhancement.
Furthermore, experiment is performed to apply the proposed compensation strategy on two random
thermocouples, to verify the ratio of dimension does play a role in the characteristic correlations.
And good agreement between estimated signal and the finest response curve shows practical
application of proposed compensation strategy. Finally, a high-frequency virtual thermocouple can
be created from the responses of two thermocouples with relatively large diameters. Brief idea was
explained in main body of this thesis, far more effort has been spent to parallel verification under
different flow conditions. All the results are included in appendix, which lends credibility to the
robustness of proposed compensation strategy.
In application, this thesis presents work suitable and beneficial for transient tests in short-duration
facilities. There is still potential to analyze further upon the same topic, ·"¸ ratio can be
investigated for the effect on response curves, which will give more instructional guidance in
thermocouple design. Moreover, it is also worthwhile to compare the response curve for the same
series of thermocouples with equal wire length, since a series of thermocouples were studied with
the same ·"¸ ratio in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A. PLOTS

Figure A-1: Time evolutions of the     thermocouples and estimated
   at 400K flow temperature for an operating pressure of 3bar with the transfer function
for a flow temperature of 500K: a) until 0.04s and b) zoom on the transient.

Figure A-2: Error distribution between the    thermocouples and estimated
   at 400K flow temperature for an operating pressure of 3bar with the transfer function
for a flow temperature of 500K.

Figure A-3: Gain factors of transfer functions between thermocouple responses for an operating pressure
of 3bar.
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Figure A-4: Time constants of transfer functions between thermocouple responses for an operating pressure
of 3bar.

Figure A-5: Time evolutions of the     thermocouples and estimated
   at 400K flow temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar with the transfer function
for a flow temperature of 500K: a) until 0.03s and b) zoom on the transient.

Figure A-6: Error distribution between the    thermocouples and estimated
   at 400K flow temperature for an operating pressure of 5bar with the transfer function
for a flow temperature of 500K.
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Figure A-7: Gain factors of transfer functions between thermocouple responses for an operating pressure
of 5bar.

Figure A-8: Time constants of transfer functions between thermocouple responses for an operating pressure
of 5bar.

All these plots above correspond to the compensation campaigns using transfer function between
thermocouples. These campaigns are conducted with knowledge from CFD simulations. Sample
explanations are included in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2.

Figure A-9: Time evolutions of the actual ,, , and estimated ,  , 
thermocouples at 3bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.04s and b) zoom on
the transient.
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Figure A-10: Error distribution of the actual and estimated ,  ,  thermocouples at 3bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure A-11: Time evolutions of the actual ,, , and estimated ,  , 
thermocouples at 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.035s and b) zoom on
the transient.

Figure A-12: Error distribution of the actual and estimated ,  ,  thermocouples at 5bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.
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Figure A-13: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.025s and b)
zoom on the transient.

Figure A-14: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure A-15: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.016s and b)
zoom on the transient.
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Figure A-16: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure A-17: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 4.5ms and b)
zoom on the transient.

Figure A-18: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 3bar, 5bar flow pressures
for an operating temperature of 400K.

All these plots above correspond to the compensation campaigns to verify characteristic
correlations. These campaigns are conducted with knowledge from correlations analysis with
respect to ˝˛. Sample explanations are included in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4.
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Figure A-19: Time evolutions of the actual  ,  ,   ,  and estimated  , 
thermocouples at 3bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.04s and b) zoom on
the transient.

Figure A-20: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  ,  thermocouples at 3bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure A-21: Time evolutions of the actual  ,  ,   ,  and estimated  , 
thermocouples at 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.035s and b) zoom on
the transient.
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Figure A-22: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  ,  thermocouples at 5bar flow
pressures for an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure A-23: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar, 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouple at 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.025s and b) zoom on
the transient.

Figure A-24: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 5bar flow pressures for
an operating temperature of 400K.
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Figure A-25: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar, 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouple at 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 0.016s and b) zoom on
the transient.

Figure A-26: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 5bar flow pressures for
an operating temperature of 400K.

Figure A-27: Time evolutions of the actual  thermocouples at 1bar, 3bar, 5bar and estimated 
thermocouple at 5bar flow pressures for an operating temperature of 400K: a) until 4.5ms and b) zoom on
the transient.
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Figure A-28: Error distribution of the actual and estimated  thermocouples at 5bar flow pressures for
an operating temperature of 400K.

All these plots above correspond to the compensation campaigns only dependent on information
of two random points from the compensation matrix. Sample explanations are included in Chapter
3, Section 3.3.4.
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APPENDIX B. TABLES

Table B-1: Gain factors and time constants for h7 ^\èéê at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Ì½v9w
191.66
280.83
574.99
842.49
958.32
1404.15

«¬ v9w
-0.1072
-0.1037
-0.1251
-0.1326
-0.1514
-0.1510

«³ v9w
1.1124
1.1041
1.1276
1.1351
1.1540
1.1525

¬ v«²w
2.25
2.18
1.63
1.67
1.39
1.29

³ v«²w
10.19
10.03
7.86
7.56
6.40
6.22

Table B-2: Gain factors and time constants for .h ^\èéê at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Ì½v9w
95.83
140.41
287.50
421.24
479.16
702.07

«¬ v9w
-0.1424
-0.0986
-0.1344
-0.2454
-0.1862
-0.1431

«³ v9w
1.1432
1.0987
1.1345
1.2461
1.1864
1.1434

¬ v«²w
0.87
0.62
0.57
0.79
0.59
0.46

³ v«²w
3.13
3.20
2.53
2.24
2.02
1.96

Table B-3: Gain factors and time constants for -. ^\èéê at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Ì½v9w
47.92
70.21
143.75
210.62
239.58
351.04

«¬ v9w
-0.0770
-0.0847
-0.1429
-0.0908
-0.2128
-0.2254

«³ v9w
1.0770
1.0847
1.1429
1.0906
1.2128
1.2254

¬ v«²w
0.172
0.176
0.236
0.153
0.229
0.196

³ v«²w
0.961
0.946
0.732
0.724
0.593
0.552

Table B-4: Gain factors and time constants for s ^\èéê at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Ì½v9w
23.00
33.70
69.00
101.10
115.00
168.50

«¬ v9w
-0.0391
-0.0467
-0.0745
-0.1428
-23.8625
0.5

«³ v9w
1.0391
1.0467
1.0745
1.1428
24.8625
0.5

¬ v«²w
0.062
0.066
0.057
0.084
0.171
0.190

³ v«²w
0.357
0.351
0.276
0.257
0.174
0.190
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Table B-5: Gain factors and time constants for .h ^h7 at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Á¬ v9w
4.22
4.24
4.45
4.67
4.53
4.71

Á³ v9w
-3.22
-3.24
-3.45
-3.67
-3.53
-3.71

¬ v9w

0.105
0.116
0.089
0.107
0.104
0.118

³ v9w

2.475
2.413
1.784
1.697
1.468
1.382

Table B-6: Gain factors and time constants for -. ^.h at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Á¬ v9w
4.77
4.71
5.62
6.16
6.00
6.01

Á³ v9w
-3.77
-3.71
-4.62
-5.16
-5.00
-5.01

¬ v9w

0.031
0.026
0.046
0.057
0.056
0.058

³ v9w

0.700
0.707
0.493
0.424
0.395
0.381

Table B-7: Gain factors and time constants for s ^-. at 300K wall temperature.

Æ±Ç² vÆÇw
1
1
3
3
5
5

É±Ç² v©w
500
400
500
400
500
400

Á¬ v9w
3.50
3.58
4.18
4.08
4.79
6.74

Á³ v9w
-2.50
-2.58
-3.18
-3.08
-3.79
-5.74

¬ v9w

0.043
0.042
0.032
0.031
0.045
0.057

³ v9w

0.293
0.284
0.213
0.211
0.171
0.138

Table B-8: Gain factors and time constants for h7 ^\èéê at 5bar gas pressure.

É±Ç² v©w
400
400
500
500
500

ÉºÇÊÊ v©w
300
350
300
350
450

«¬ v9w
-0.1510
-0.1371
-0.1514
-0.1307
-0.2106

«³ v9w
1.1525
1.1414
1.1540
1.1331
1.2145

¬ v«²w
1.287
1.485
1.385
1.482
2.396

³ v«²w
6.221
6.174
6.396
6.445
6.148

Table B-9: Gain factors and time constants for .h ^\èéê at 5bar gas pressure.

É±Ç² v©w
400
400

ÉºÇÊÊ v©w
300
350

«¬ v9w
-0.1431
-0.1004

«³ v9w
1.1434
1.0997

¬ v«²w
0.460
0.340

³ v«²w
1.962
2.050
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Table B-9: Continued.

500
500
500

300
350
450

-0.1862
-0.1709
-0.1792

1.1864
1.1706
1.1791

0.589
0.543
0.548

2.015
2.035
2.053

Table B-10: Gain factors and time constants for -. ^\èéê at 5bar gas pressure.

É±Ç² v©w
400
400
500
500
500

ÉºÇÊÊ v©w
300
350
300
350
450

«¬ v9w
-0.2254
-0.1265
-0.2128
-0.2458
-0.2818

«³ v9w
1.2254
1.1265
1.2128
1.2456
1.2818

¬ v«²w
0.196
0.144
0.229
0.238
0.260

³ v«²w
0.552
0.579
0.593
0.583
0.580

Table B-11: Gain factors and time constants for s ^\èéê at 5bar gas pressure.

É±Ç² v©w
400
400
500
500
500

ÉºÇÊÊ v©w
300
350
300
350
450

«¬ v9w
0.5
0.5
-23.8625
-0.2219
-0.3806

«³ v9w
0.5
0.5
24.8625
1.2219
1.3806

¬ v«²w
0.169
0.165
0.171
0.092
0.116

³ v«²w
0.169
0.165
0.174
0.224
0.215

APPENDIX C. EQUATIONS
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? á- `?á.

`.

v- G 9 —- H ? . G 9 —. Hw` ? G- ? . H—- —. 9 - —. 9 . —à- ` ? à.
0
? á- `?á.
` . 9 G—- ? —. H` ? —- —.

`.

Gà- ` ? à. Hv` . 9 G— ? — H` ? — — w 0 G` . ? á- `?á. H v- G 9 — H ? . G 9 — Hw` ? G- ? . H— — 9 - — 9 . —

(C.4)

For both sides, coefficients in front of the same order of z polynomial should be equal.
- ? . 9 - — 9 . — 0 àá- G- ? . 9 - — 9 . — H ? G- ? . H— — 9 - — 9 . — 0 à. 9 à- G— ? — H
á. G- ? . 9 - — 9 . — H ? á- vG- ? . H— — 9 - — 9 . — w 0 à. 9 à- G— ? — H
á. vG- ? . H— — 9 - — 9 . — w 0 à. — —

(C.5)

Take the second and third equations from Equation (C.5).
¤

á- à- ? ¥M —- —. 0 à. 9 à- G—- ? —. H
M
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á. à- ?

¥d ¤M
¥M

—- —. 0 à- —- —. 9 à. G—- ? —. H

à- G—- ? —. H ?

¤M
¥M

à. G—- ? —. H ? j

(C.6)

—- —. 0 à. 9 á- à-

¥d ¤M
¥M

9 à- k —- —. 0 9á. à-

(C.7)

Then the problem has been transformed into a system of first-order equations about G—- ? —. H and —- —.. Since all the coefficients are
known, then —- and —. can be solved, namely '- and '. can be determined.
Once time constants are solved, substitute them back to the rest two equations in Equation (C.5), gain factors can be determined.
G 9 — H- ? G 9 —  H. 0 à

G—- —. 9 —. H- ? G—- —. 9 —- H. 0

¤M Ÿd ŸM
¥M

(C.8)
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